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Wilson Helped Huerta
Mexico City, Aug. 29 In the o pin-oof the leading Spanish newspa-

GIVES

CARRARZA

pers heVe, President Wilson's attitude
toward Huerta has greatly increased
the chances of Huerta becoming next
president oi Mexico.
131 Diailo,
article,
in an editorial
says today:
"If the election of Huerta In the
coming campaign has been in doubt
CHIEF WELL the' latest diplomatic developments
CONSTITUTIONALIST
PLEASED WITH TONE OF PRESI- and the unforeseen attitude of President Wilson and Secretary of State
DENT'S MESSAGE AND PRAISES
Bryan have made It certain."
HIM FOR IT.
An eulogy of Huerta follows and
the article continues: "President Wil
PLEASING son has taken it on himself to crysNEUTRAL1TYJS
Huerta until
tallize the popularity-o- f
the latter has become the incarnation
NO ARMS TO EITHER SIDE SATIS- of national dignity and sovereignty."
FACEl Pais publishes an editorial alontt
FACTORY TO INSURGENT
FAsimilar
lines, declaring that "President
CLAIMED
TION WHICH HAS
Wilson has not only launched the can
VORITISM IN PAST.
didacy of Huerta, but advanced it.
Should Huerta he proposed, he could
OUT find no better argument in his favor
TO
HlfflA
BEJR1YEN
than the odium of a Yankee
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THE PHOTOPLAY

ROAD EVENT

FOR FALL

TOMORROW

NOTED DRIVER COVERS 302 MILES
THIRTY-ONIN FOUR HOURS

WITNESS IN TRIAL OF F. DREW
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BOY

peace.

"It is not within the power of Huerta to cause an immediate cessation of
hostilities, as asked by the president
for he has no means to enforce such
an armistice.
That is what he has
been trying for ,the last six months
uui wuuoui success.
iNeuner couiu
an election he held so long as he. or
any other present leader remains in
power. There cannot be a legal election until there is absolute
peace
through the republic and there cannot be peace until Huerta and his adherents are driven completely from
from power and from
the country.
Then, and not until then, will there
,

ing north from Torreon.
The refugee train reached Juarez
at 1:35 this afternoon; The Americans
fled from Madero two weeks ago when
the federals took the town and killed
Edward Hayes, an American, and a
negro. They were compelled to remain in Chiuahua several days before
they could get permission to brinu
their train out over the Mexican

Hermanas is Recaptured
Eagle Pass, Tex., Aug. 29. Constitutionalists recaptured Hermanas, In
Coahuila, from federals last night, ac
cording to today's official constitution
alist dispatches. The federal offered
little resistance, having found Hermanas untenable owing to a contaminated water supply.
It was rumored that the federals
are preparing to evacuate Monclova,
their northernmost stronghold in, this
(Continued on Page Four)

DAWSON WITH DELTAL SECOND CHAMPAGNE WAS SERVED HER OPTIC

AND

THEATER

LOADED

BENZINEi

f

AFISE

WITH
IN

NEW YORK HARBOR

DISABLED IN FIRST 70 STRANGE TALtS OF EVENTS IN CHILDREN WILL BE GUESTS; AB
SOLUTELY NO COST WHATEVER
LUTTRELL QUITS IN
OFFICE OF
ATTACHED TO ATTENDANCE AT
RELATED ON STAND BY ONE OF
SIXTEENTH LAP WITH BURNED
CONNECTING ROD
THE BIG EVENT
ALLEGED VICTIMS.
MILES,

,

FORMER-ARCHITEC-

Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
there will be held at the Photoplay
theater, under the joint auspices of
the theater management and of the
The
Optic, the first Kids' Matinee.
affair is for all children, a limit being
placed on those under 14 years of
age, however, in order that the crowd
may not be too large to accommodate
at the theater in one afternoon.
There are no strings attached to
this offer. The day was arranged by
the Optic and the theater people for
the sole and express purpose of giving the boys and girls a good time.
There "is no advertising dodge connected with it, there is no charge, no joke,
no anything except a "good fellow"
desire to give something to the youngsters,-especially
to those youngsters
who rarely have a good time.
Kids of high and low degree will
be equally welcome at the Photoplay
tomorrow, providing they bring the
tickets isued at the Optic office. Without a ticket no kid can get in the
theater. Under no circumstances will
anyone but the boys and girls under
11 years of age be allowed to' enter.
This is not a day for grownups.
Tickets can be obtained at the Optic
tically lapped the others.
office
for the simple asking between
of Marsha Warrington's father by
iiulford went out of the race at 83
11:30 and 1:30 tomorrow. Positively
Marshall
to
the
earlier
Woodworth,
miles, hopelessly disabled.- Rickenno tickets given out before that time
bacher and Chandler lost many miles tactics of the Diggs trial. A disposi- and
positively none after 1:30, unless
the
begirl's character
at the pit. WIshart threw a tire al- tion to attack
are still in line then. The
kids
the
most into the grandstand. Mulford gan to show when M. J. Sullivan, pro- box office at the theater will be closwas credited with the fastest lap be- bation officer of Sacramento county, ed
and older boys and girls as
fore he quit with a broken crank- testified that there had been no com- well as
grown people will k not
shaft. The timers announced that at plaint about either Lola Norris or be
permitted to enter the theater un100 miles Wishart led by. 10 seconds Marsha Warrington previous to their
der any circumstances, This is a day
over Hawson. The timers were in a flight on March 10. On
for the kids. They are going to be
Marshall Woodworth began to
hopeless confusion for the first 90
given every possible facility for enmiles of the race. They
then, an- bring out evidence directly damaging
joying it and there are to be no hamnounced that in a hair hour they to the character of Caminetti.
pering restrictions placed upon them.
would have "corrected time."
Complaints about both Diggs and
Tickets will be given to clean kids
At 127 miles seven cars were run- Caminetti had been brought to Sulli
but what sort of clothes worn
only,
ning, led by De Palma, nawson and van about a week before the elope- will make no difference at all. The
anment to Reno. Two young girls were
;Wlishart, according to official
will fare just as well as the
nouncement. The leader's average involved and one of them was now in poorest
most
It is one ticket for
wealthy.
was 67
miles an hoi:r..
St. Cathrine's heme in this city. An
each kid, no more.
At 150 miles, half the race, De Pal- attempt to draw out their names was
Shows will be run at the Photoplay
ma was first, 132 minutes 4 seconds; rebuked by Judge Van Fleet.
until
every kid has had a chance to
sec24
134
minutes
Dawson second,
Marsha Warrington concluded her
onds. They were, two and three laps direct testimony before the noon ad- see the special program, it it takes
all afternoon and some of the evenahead of the others.
journment was taken and the defense
The hosts at this party are
At 167 miles the race still lay be- began u. Its
Her1 ing
upon about 1,200 kids attendcounting
tween De Palma and Dawson, the manner was more confident and her
more want to eee the show
but
'f
ing,
others
The
6
behind.
minutes
latter
answers more incisive and prompt
be
will
given a chance to do so.
they
were laps behind.
than at the Diggs trial.
Now
At 201 miles De Palma, 179 minremember, hoys and girls, this
The government did not take her
utes 45 seconds'' Dawson, 184 minutes into her story with so much minute- is your day. Do, not be bashful about
are
33 seconds ; "rin'Jicott third, two laps ness as when first
it was told. The coming around, for, tickets. They
'
'"' ' iH
Be sure to come
the
for
asking.
behind.
yours
strain on her has been severe and
at 11:30 or. later, but Qo not come
Luttrell retired from the race in the there was every
disposition to ease
after 1:30. No tickets except to clean
sixteenth lap with his connecting rod her ordeal.
kids. It matters not what you wear
burned out.
Caminetti had first given Lola Noror how. you look, just come.
At 251 miles De Palma, first; Daw- ris 20 to
her
pay
passage to Reno,
son, second; Endieott, third; Chand- the witness said. It was
Parents 'who desire- to accompany
his Idea that
children may do so but will not
ler, fourth; . Wishart, .fifth.. At 251 they
their
ought to travel separately, but
miles Wishart broke a spring and
to enter the theater.
he
permitted
decided
otherwise. It was
Diggs had
was out of it.
be given to parents;
No
will
tickets
that the party must have a
At 268 miles the leaders were De agreed
for themselves, become
must
kids
and when Diggs had nominatPalma and Dawson with Endieott and leader,
tween the hours named.
ed himself for the position, Caminetti
Chandler trailing In a contest for
The best of care will ce taken of
ed and Diggs ordered
that
lacqulet,
third place four laps behind.
the youngsters. Parents need have
Endicott's car caught fire on the jthey keep together.
no fear of letting them attend elone.
The witness said she had been a
course, putting Chandler in third
The program will be a special one
pure girl until she met Diggs. Her
position with five laps to go.
will include nothing tnat could be
and
taken
fall
had
place in Diggs' suite
Dawson's time was 4:39:52. His
to the most particular per-jso'offensive
after champagne had been'
hourly average was 65.2 miles. Endi- ;Of offices,
will be nothing of the
There
eott resumd after putting out the served there. Caminetti and Miss 'melodramatic in it. In fact, this
in an adjoining room at
were
Norris
fire.
program was selected by the film ex-- j
the time.
change in Denver especially for this
MOVED
G. A. R. HEADQUARTERS
occasion, at the urgent request of
Bridgeport, Conn., Aug. 29. Com- TO SIMPLIFY RULES OF PLEADING Manager Browne.
mander in Chief Alfred B. Beers of
Both Mr. Browne and Mr. Duncan,
Washington, Aug. 29. Federal and
the Grand Army of the Republic, is- state judges from every state will con- as well as several representatives of
sued orders here today announcing fer tomorrow night at Montreal, Can- the Optic, will be on hand to see that
that national heaaquarters in the city ada, at the American Bar association the kids are well taken care of Mrs.
would be changed to Hotel Patten, meeting to formulate plans for a com. Anna Simison will officiate st the
Chattanooga, on' September 13. The plete reform of tho rules of pleading piano so the boys and girls will he
Chattanooga encampment parade will and practice on the law side of the assured of the best possible music.
take place at 10 o'clock September 17. supreme court of the United States
Let everybody turn out to give the
The' first business session of the na- and all federal district courts and youngsters a good time.
Some of
tional encampment will open at 10 eventually mate uniform the practice them do not get such a treat very
o'clock September 18.
in all courts of the United Slates. of te,
302-mi-

n
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BLAZES FOR
GERMAN STEAMER
FIREMEN
FOURTEEN
HOURS;
HOPE SHE WILL SINK BEFORE
CARGO EXPLODES
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
New York, Aug. 29. The steamer
Burgermeister-Hackma-

with

600,000

gallons of crude oil and benzine in
her hold', was still a flaming torch in
the Buttermilk channel toward noon,
1 a
a had been
1 1 Vmira
uuui a offoioii1 hop rarem
a
spark created by friction
by
when two tin cases struck violently.
vessel had listed 15 feet
The
and the water was
9
o'clock
at
to port
then within a few inches of her deck.
A battery of three fire boats surrounded the craft and pumped wataer
on her all night, but she burned steadily. Blazing blocks of wood, dislodgfloated
ed from their steel frames
down the river, menacing other craft.
Nine thousand gallons of benzine had
900-to- n

selves to abide by the result of such o'clock, and fire fighters were hope- eiwuuu ana mey win Keep that ful that she would sink before this
should explode

HOSTS

MULFORD

-

VESSEL

CAUCUS

tne government

FOR TICKETS

OF MEN.

n

rerecognize Huerta. Without such
a
Huer-tcognition by the United States,
no
can
raise
and
credit
no
has
admoney with which to carry on his
ministration.
"With regard to holding the leaders
on both sides responsible for damage
to the persons and property of foreigners, we have from the beginning of
the revolution tried to do this, and
we shall continue to do so. If, by accident or the necessity of war, not voluntary n our part, there shouud be
any violation of the decree of the
first chief (Governor Caranza) with
regard to this matter, we shall do
everything In our power to punish
those responsible and indemnity those
suffering loss .
r
"While we think that if the doors,
were open to us and we were permitted to secure all the arms and ammunition w(e need to supply the thousands who are anxious to join our
army, we could bring peace to Mexico
within a short time, w3 have nt fault
to find with the president's order enforcing the neutrality laws against
both parties. We have felt bound
to criticize the United States for perr
mitting Huerta to import arms while
denying us the same right, hut now
that the president has directed that
all such shipments shall be suspended
to both sides we are satisfied. This
order helps ua by shutting out Huerta
,
supplies.
"We are winning constant successes
with our arms and are adding new
territory to our control, and we are
satisfied that in a short time, if the
country is left to itself, we can bring

DEMOCRATIC

OR

l.

ot

HITCHCOCK BOLT

to the company, in that it states that

-
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CORPORATIONS ARE VICTORS
Denver, Aug. 29. Ricnard
Pette,
special master appointed by the United States district court to examine
testimony in the government's suit
against the Denver & Rio Grande railroad and others, to recover the value
of timber alleged to have been cut
from the public domain, filed his report today. The report is favorable

GIRL IN LAS only about 48,000,000 feet of timber SENATE. REPRESENTATIVE
OF
VEGAS IS INVITED TO COME was cut from the public domain by
UNTERR1FIED DECLARES HE 13
the defendant corporations, whereas
NO LONGER BOUND TO OBEY
DOWN TO THE OPTIC AT 11:30

EVERY

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
GIRL'S
FATHER
TESTIFIES
29. iialph
De
Kjgin, Hi., Aug.
l uluia in a Mercer car won the Cobe
cup automobile race today over seven WHTE HAIRED AND,KINDLY OLD
OF A LEGAL
NO POSSIBILITY
El Independiente, under the caption contenders, doing the 302 miles at
MAN DECLARES HE THOUGHT
the rate of 66.8 per hour. Joe DawELECTION WHILE HE OR ANYOur First. Victory," says:
CAMINETTI, WHOM HE KNEW AS
'
Mexico scored through the lucid son, another veteran, at the wheel of
ONE ELSE DOMINATES MEXICAN
WHITMA.N, riC,0SA3LE SUITOR
and dignified responses, -- the tsomiu a Deiial, was second. De Paima s
AFFAIRS, HE SAYS.
4:31-50- ,
of
recbreans
the
time,
elapsed
the
and
grounds
just
reasoning
ord for this event.
Mexican diplomacy."
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Leased
A.
P.
Wire)
With the roar of his engine drown(By Optic
that
San Francisco, Aug, 29. The surfact
the
The Imparcial, citing
is ctiations have not terminated, does ed by the cheers of thousands of prise of the Camiuetti trial came this
Eagle Pass., Tex., Aug.
Joe Dawson, driving a morning when Thomas Warrliigton of
with President Wilsons not believe it opportune to attempt spectators
Deltal
shot
car,
past thd grandstand Sacramento, father of Marsha Warwas
counsels
It
expected touaj to anaiyze the situation.
Mexican message
this morning and the- annual
Car
Jesus
arm
General
aprington, took the stand in place of
in a statement by
tranquility, only "approving
iace for the Chicago automobile his daughter. White haired, clean
ranza.
acting head of the constitu plauding the course thus far taken by
trophy was on.
Shaven, kindly faced, he testified that
tionalists at their provisional capital the Mdcan chancellory."
The blur of dust he left in his
ah
the
in
F. Drew Camiuetti,
He
spoke
the defendant
Piedras Negras.
wake had not cleared before the first
with
Mann white
Madero
the
Arrive
charged
violating
sence of his brother, Governor Car
from
Refugees
of seven pursuing cars released at inslave traffic act, called frequently at
Paon Toy Alls? 29. A train load
ranza, who ir fighting at Torreon
tervals of a half a minute went.
CafranzaLf- -imrir9Tm
his house for liis daughter, under the
cMntirmnilHtn l fieneral
and Chinese- refugees
n UUDUtw"'""-"
The cars were sent away in follow- name
the
of
ATo flora
InmVior
tnwn
nf
fairness
tVr
fho
of Mr. Whitman.
Mrs. Warvw
w
H
LUG
wv
11UU1
j
luauui
llGLiatV
luiuuv
ing order at a half minute Intervals:
" Whitman" was an
that coo
nm
t
however,
wpd
supposed
rington
f1
Hiyooasc lie
Deltal, Dawson; Mercer, De Palma;
honorable suitor for his daughter's
because Huerta hua Mexico, arived in Juarez tonight.
var would continue
Mason, Rickenbacher; Mercer, Wish-art- ;
. 14U
m
i
hand and did hot suspect him of beweens
to
wiui
two
Madera
left
Tne
unable
compiy
be
would
refUgees
Mason, Chandler; Neyberg, En
rom
ing an emissary for Maury Diggs. The
aKO anfl went to Chinuanua.
prion n Ruecestlons ana mai nuH
Mason, Mulford; Mercer, Lut-trel.
...
V.o
a
wis permitted to intercon
The
came
to
Juarez.
government
there they
would have to he "amen
restorof Marsha W'arring-ton- ,
be
could
of
out
the
movement
narraiiye
rupt
before
peace
troop
templated
country"
At the end of 67 miles the leaders,
begun yesterday, by introducing
ed. "On the whole, the stand of the Juarez to the relief of Chihuahua City close together, were: First, De Palina;
constitu- has-nyet been made, although the second, Rickenbacher; third, Dawson. her father's : teMwa&jf -- in. order that
president is satisfactory to
"'but
is
made
declared,
train
Carranza
up and ready. Chihua- Others trailing at 75 miles, De Palma he might not be absent longer than
tionalists,"
the present point, the best thing for hua fears an attack from Carranza irst and Dawson second, had prac- necessary from his business. There
to and his rebels who are reported movwas a return, in the
Mexico, is his continued refusal
29.-Gc- neral

AT

MATINEE

.

sougnt to recover
MANDATES OF PARTY MEETING!
damages for 78,000,000 feet Tne
amount of damages sought by the
government would be ?2,000,000 to NO STAR
CHAMBER
The defendants in the suit
$3,000,000.
are the Denver & Rio Grande Railway
company, the New Mexico Lumber WANTS EVERYBODY TO BE OPEN
company, the Pagosa Lumber com
AND ABOVEBOARD WITH LEGISand Pagosa
pany, the Rio Grande
LATION RUN FROM SENATE INSprings Lumber company and the Rip
STEAD
OF COMMITTEE
Grande, Pagosa & Northern Railway"
The alleged trespass occompany.
curred in La Plata and Archuleta
CUMMliTOPECTS OPPOSITE
counties.

M M

MOTORCYCLE RACES MONDAY
Albuquerque, Aug. 29. Sixteen motorcycle riders of Albuquerque who
are willing to risk life and limb in
speed contests on a circular half-miltrack, will participate in the speed-lus- t

INSURGENT

REPUBLICAN

SAYS

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO IN.
COME TA,X SECTION WILL BE
THOUGHT WAR ON WEALTH

e

program at Traction park next
Monday afternoon. The motorcycles
disregarded of time and destroyers
of distance will be sent around the
track as fast as the riders can send
them.
Already there is keen rivalry as to
the various events, considerable interest being evident in the race be
tween House and Metzinger, expected
to be one of the features of the after
noon. The program is being arranged
for foiir and seven horse power ma
chines. Any motorcycle rider, either
local or foreign, may enter the races
provided entry is made before August
30 at 8! p. m.
DENIES CHARGES
Washington, Aug. 29. representa
tive J. T. McDermott of Illinois, be
fore the house lobby committee today.
denial of the
made a categorical
charges against him by M. M. Mulhall,
former lobbyist for the National Association of Manufacturers, and I. H.
McMichael, former chief page of the
house.
The charge that he had received $2,000 from a brewer's asso
ciation in the 1910 campaig he characterized as ''dreams, just dreams."
He admitted having borrowed large
sums of money from George D. Horning, a local pawnbroker, "as a friend."
Mulhall and McMichael testified at
that McDermott boasted of having
received $7,700 from local pawnbro
kers to work against the federal loan
shark law. McDermott declared that
at the times he had owed Horning as
McDERMCTT

much as $10,000.

hundred years, arrived this afternoon.
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late-toda-

one-four-

one-four- th

to

one-thir-

d

to

and

one-hal-f,

20

per cent for those above
It
would appliy to no corporations capitalized at less than $50,000,000 or doing business of less than $10,000,000
'
annually.
Senator Hitchcock declared his
amendment had been offered in the
caucus and beaten 23 to 18, but
it had not been an open fight
there.
"It was noi even a fair test of caucus strength," said he, "for there
was a caucus within a caucus. 1h&
nine democratic "members of the finance committee voted a9 a unit,
without regard to their individual:
convictions. It was a wheel withia
a wheel, a machine witnln a machine.
"Caucus rule makes public debates
in ahe senate farclal., Senators will
not even remain in their seats to hear-them- ;
caucus rule Mils tha very
spirit of legislation. This income tax
section, instead! ot being here a thing,
of life and interest, lies in this chamber a veritable corpse.
"Amendments have been offered
from the republican side by senators,
who have made a study of the income
tax. They are not contrary to
democratic doctrine, they would not
endanger tho bill. Why then rouse
democrats be required by caucus role,
to vole against them?"
"With other democratic senators I
Have felt bound up to this time with
thc-sobnoxious caucus rules. Kcw.
hn'vevrr, we liavo reached a
v.
I fc'l free in
course. '
f v .I si i 1
'pi a'or I i
f
( t'
t
pott
dinij
i ' r )U
(I'll t ' w K
one-hal-

HALDANE ARRIVES
New York, Aug. 29. Visciurt Ilal- dane, the first lord high chancellor i f
Great Britain to leave his country for

TP

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Washington, Aug. 29. Denunciation
of the democratic senate caucus as a.
"political machine" by Senator Hitchcock, one of the democrats who refused to be bound by the caucus oa.
all features of the tariff bill, marked
today's reopening of tho fight over
the Income tax.
"Why should senators be expected
to be bound by the hasty decisions
of a secret caucus; on details of the
income tax?" demanded. Hitchcock.
"Why should they be expected to vote
down every amendment,
however
good, simply because it comes from
the other side of the chamber? Why
should the income tax section not be
amended here on the floor of the senate if debate convinces senators that
it should be?"
The insurgent democtatg who ;
demanded that the bill be
changed to include the income tax
on jarge fortunes apparently had
bained strength, and insisted that
they enforce the party conference
or tomorrow to make substantial increases. Senate leaders were
prepared to gTant concessions but the
Insurgents were not- - satisfied that
these proposals would fully meet their'
views.
Hitchcock's attack was delivered
in connection with his amendment for
a heavy penalty tax on trusts or moth
nopolies controlling mora than
of the country's production or
trade in any given line.
Five per cent would be added to incomes of corporations doing from

IN

FLAMES

1119

COLLECTION
AGED SPANISH CONSUL GENERAL
BURNED TO DEATH IN FIRE
THAT GUTS NEW YORK APART-MENOF SOUVENIR HARVEST

T

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
New York, Aug. 29. Thousands of

curios gathered in many lands and
stacked high in the apartments of
Hipolito Uriarte, for 50 years a Spanish consul, fed a fire kindled in lighting a cigar today and blocked tho way
of the aged diplomatist and hi3 wife
to safety. Uriarte was found dead,
leaning across a window sill; his
wife, Marie Louise, mistook a window
leading to an air shaft for orm open
J four
ing on a fire escape and pi
stories to her death.
Uriarte was 82 years old. Por 14
years he was Spanish conmd .fiiinl
in New York. His last service was
in Canada. During his travels for
his government he had accumulated
souvenirs of every country in which
m'
ha had lived. They crowded every las t '
inn
nook and corner of his apartments
e
nil
i
and in the smoke and confusion resulting from the fire effectually cut
him off from escape
(CtmUmifd on
u;:-;-

r
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1
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

FRIDAY, AUGUST 29, 1913.

Wilson makes a more dignified and
composed
picture sitting with his
ESTABLISHED 1879.
hands folded but what Americans In
Mexico want is some guarantee that
their rights will be respected.
Published By
Huerta's vacillation daily brands
CO.
THH OPTIC PUBLISHING
him as more incompetent to handle
(Incorporated.!
the situation. It Is time something
was done to settle this rolled up conEDITOR dition of affairs. Talk is all right
as interpreter and
M. M. PADGETT
New York, Aug. L9. The years of another Italian
when needed, but it is not the most determined effort on the part of the soon th mystery was explained.
The young Italian had been expectessential article just at present, espe health authorities, several charitable
cially as it seems to accomplish no organizations and a number of local ing a letter from his folk in Italy
thing except to form a foundation for philanthropists, to improve the hygie- for some time and when he spoke of
more talk.
nic conditions surrounding infant life It to some friend they told him that
.
o
Entered it the posvoffiee at Last
in this city are beginning to bear the. letter had probably gone to the
Las V.J3.19, New Me:ico, for trauv
bear fruit. During the last few years "dead letter office." The young man
THOSE KAOS
miE&lon through the 1 Lited States
the mortality among infants in Great did not know where that office was
mails is tccond class mutter.
York has shown a fairly stea- and made inquiries concernng its lo
The Santa Fe New Mexican has com er New
most un cation. The men he asked,1 not being
varieties of dy decline, even during the
piled a list of
of the fa miliar with his style of sepaking
conditions
weather
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
favorable
the new rag dance. In a world that
seems English, did not quite understand him
the
summer
and
improvement
Dally, by Carrier
macomprises but three dimensions
05
$
to
the
report
and, believing that he wanted some
Per Copy
it is remark to continue. According
i5 thematicians dissenting
health
the
depart
person who was dead, sent him to the
One Week
by
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ment New York was the only large morgue.
a decity in the country to show
crease in the average death rate for Four leading suffragettes, Harriett
infants In the first six months of 1913. Porritt, Laura Crozier, Mrs. Marie
Fenn and Mrs. Nora Blatch de ForFor many years, longer, in fact, est, are making a campaign tour in
New
than any resident of the city can re- favor of the cause, traversing
sec- Jersey on horseback.
Four
suffragthe
poorer
of
certain
member,
tions of New Yok have been Infested ettes on horseback, preaching equal
and made unsafe by the presence of sufrage from, tte saddle, is in Itself
when it beorganizd gangs of men, unscrupulous, quite an attraction, but
evmounted
four
the
Into
known
came
that
brutal, cowardly and Bteeped
woman's
In
female
of
suffrage
crime.
apostles
of
any
ery vice, capable
the hands of Tammany these gangs had named their steeds Senator Root,
were valuable tools and weapons Senator Frawley, Dr. Lyman Abbott
the
against their poltiical opponents and, and Rev. Dr. Charles Parkhurst,
gathered in great
in consideration for their services at New Jerseyans
mem- throngs whenever
the four
primaries and elections the
When the ladies
appeared.
practical
enjoyed
these
of
gangs
bers
to the
immunity from police interference gravely introducd their steeds
ran
a
and
crowd,
giggling
tittering
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
It is cooler in Las Vegas, though and other privileges.
of Rosenthal by through the crowd and occasionally
brutal
The
killing
as vet we nave no inaw ner?.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
members of one of the lower East some embarrassing remark was made
0
PAID FOR
and a number of otner by someone in the crowd. It appealSome of those governors want a side gangs
since
then, ed to the sense of humor of the peo
committed
murders
it
Advertisers are guaranteed the good deal, but maybe if they got
the ple that the four suffragettes had se
and
climax
a
to
brought matters
would be better.
made
lected the names of four distinguish'arfcest dully and weekly circulation things
citizens
and
law
receut
abiding
o
f any newspaper in northern New
the suppres- ed men for their steeds, although
for
demand
a
powerful
Those infantrymen are some sharp
Mexico.
and etxermination of these gangs. three of them are mares.
shooters but never mind, New Mexico sion
Notwithstanding the disgraceful exis climbing year by year.
As the result of a serious blunder
of police coruptlon which reposures
o
TELEPHONES
in- on his part, James B Zaring, a travel
murder
Rosenthal
the
.Main 2
Susirrss Office
That rain yesterday was worth a sulted from
were either ing salesman of Bropklyn and four
Main 9 lot to us but it would have been vestigation, the police
News Department
to make deter private detectives whom he had em
of
unwilling
powerless
worth a fortune to Kansas.
mined war against the snnirsters and ployed in an effort to obtain damag
o
1913.
FklDAY, AUGUST 29,
reached the con- ing evidence against lis wife, whom
bill becomes law, the citizens finally
If that
if they wished the gangs he wishes to divorce, vere sentenced
via the initiative route, in California, cision that,
driven
out,
they would have to do tne each to one month la jail. Zarin
KID'S DAY
where will the fight fans flee?
themselves. The other had for some time suspected his wife
out
drivinc
o
of the lower East and had her shadowed to a certain
The Mexican government Is now re- day the citizens
Tomoirow will be a big day for the
mass
hel
side
da
meeting in which apartment house by priate detectives
boys and glrl3 of Las Vegas. It also versing itself faster than one can
last week, after the
discuss- One night
was
situation
the
thoroughly
will serve to mark the fact that not when dancing one of its favorite waltz
sleuths
had
make
that Mrs. Zarius
to
reached
decision
reported
ed and the
all of us are in too much of a hurry es.
was visiting someone n one of the
East
the
to
rid
effort
a
determined
o
to think of the youngsters.
numerous gangs which in- flats of the apartmttu house in ques
The niatinea which the children are
Thomas A. Edison is officially report side of the
citizens decided to make tion, Mr. Zaring, accompanied by four
it.
The
fest
iuiiiod to attend is a thing that is ed to be "loafing." Bet he would not
with a view of making private detectives, made his way to
a
effort
joint
the
loaf if they had Good Road Days in
coit.ug money but the Optic and
things unpleasant for the gangsters the apartment house and stealthily
theater folks both Xeel that it will oe New York.
and reached the unanimous decision climbed up the fire escape to reach
v eil ppent. No return is anticipated
o
not to depend upon the assistance the flat where his unfaithful wife was
or expected. The event is simply an
to
Nobodv went from Las Vegas
supposed to be.
eiidence of the desire of these people that convention at Clayton yesterday of the police authorities in their
Through some unpardonable blunder
to Jo something to make the world
yet they did some great things for
Zaring and his helpers entered the
a little brighter for those to whom ood roads there.
The keeper of the city morgue was wrong flat and when the occupants,
it is usually dark enough.
o
Such actions as this on the part of
puzzled the other day when a an artist and his wife, awakened from
greatly
If a few more big mining companies
the theater management we are not operating in New Mexico pay a lew young Italian with an extremely frag- the noise made by the intruders,
mentary knowledge of the English climbing through the window, defend
thowing an.' bouquefs at ourselves
more thousand dollars out in a
came to him and said some- eo. themselves against the supposed
are the sor: that make for success,
language,
dividends we may be able to
which
cents
sounded to the keeper burglars, a terrible fight in the dark
thing
regardless ;f the dollars and
survive a few more tariff tinkerings.
an
like
involved. Such actions make for hapinquiry concerning some dead ensued. Furniture was upset, lamps
o
The keeper made a desper- and vases were broken and so much
person.
piness on the part of the actor as
Now conies a New York priest with
ate
to draw some intelligible in- noise was made, that the occupant of
effort
well as the recipient of their results. the
suggestion that men who shirk
s
formation
Congratulations to the public
concerning the supposed the adjoining flat, who happened to
We agree
their work be whipped.
which makes them possible.
the young Italian, but in have a woman visitor, blew a police
from
corpse
the
most heartily, but would amend
to
answer
the
question who the dead whistle and then made his escape
suggestion to include those who do
the
was,
person
young man invariably while his visitor fled down the stairs
nothing for the state on Good Roads
that sounded like
Zaring was miserable enough when
something
repeated
THE 1IUEKTA MUDDLE
Day.
"letta."
last
At
the
keeper called in ne learned that he had invaded the
o
wrong flat and when the magistrate
There is too much backing and fillA farmer grabbed a Chicago man
him and his helpers to a
sentenced
Huerta
about
this
a
recognition and prevented him from catching
ing
month
in
jail, but when he was in
muddle to please us.. There is too train. The judge sentenced the man
formed
that
it was the occupant of
too
much
about
much talk
argu- to return home and stay away from
it,
the flat which he had intended to in
ment, too much bickering. It reminds Chicago. Yet we have a constitutionvade, who had blown the police
ua of a democratic convention in the al provision prohi!tng cruel and un
whistle
and had then made his esformative stages.
usual punishments.
cape, he was even more dejected.
Mr. Huerta was given a chance to
o
say what he would do and he said.
An engineering feat never surpass
Now It appears that he is to be
in railroad engineering in this
ed
THE DILY POEM
given such further chances that he
country was performed recently, when
re a'. easily keep the United States
the great railroad trestle bridge, more
en-ed in frivolous convedsation un
a mile long, which spans Newark
than
tu fnrh. time as he is either, dead
Mad Maiden Millicent
Bay between Newark and Greenville,
succeeded in the presidential chair Willie met with merry Milly,
N. J., and which was burned in the
or the revolution has revoluted again In the season that was silly.
night of June 14, was rebuilt in 12
and he is a rebel fighting against And they wandered willy-nilldays. The bridge was 5,633 feet long,
some other provisional head of the
On the sands.
with a draw of 264 feet and formed
At the outset she was chilly,
government.
the chief connecting link of the PennThis sort of thing grows tiresome. As becomes a proper filly,
While all this talk Is going on noth- And continued so until he
sylvania and the Lehigh freight sys
tem between the west and New EngHeld her hands.
ing is done to protect those who are
yet in that unhappy state except the
land, through Nw York City. Fif
teen hundred men worked day and
announcement that "authorities will Milly learned to call him Billy,
be held responsible." To armed men When the nights were calm and stilly,
night to complete the work.
but one force is impressive and that As they strolled the roadway
IHUI
hilly,
is arms. We have heard no hint of
Quite alone;
any police measures taken against And he christened her his Lily
"Cobwebs are still hunff' is a head
those who 'killed, or robbed American Flowery name which brought such
line on the Thaw case. We suggest
citizens. The lowliest citizen of Mexthrill ha
"icicles still appended" as a more ap
ico finds in this country ample pro- Wouldn't rest till maiden
Milly
propriate substitute.
tection from lawlessness, as does any
Vowed Him Own.
alien within our borders. Were it
(
Teachers in the province of On
not eo flocl;s of Immigrants would be Summer nearly over, Willie
robbed daily and disorder would flour- Promised he would send a billet
Treatment: On retiring, soak the tario receive a subsidy of $30 per
ish.
hands in hot water and Cuticura year if they maintain a school garden.
Deaux to Milla domlcil-ce- ,
Our people have the same right to
With some chlnlr,
Soap. Dry, anoint with Cuticura
protection should thoy be Jn Mexcio. So that she might fly to Philly
Ointment, and wear soft bandages
Important to Dyspeptics
Mexican authorities, or alleged au- And amalgamate with
or
old loose gloves during the night.
Bear in mind that chamberlain's
Billy.
thorities, seem to be powerless to Will Willie keep his promise? Will he?
CuUeura Soap and Oimment sold throughout tho Tablets improve the appetite, strengthen the digestion and regulate the
world. Liberal sample of each rtuull ree, with
T
protect them. Our administration
font think!
book. Addnaa "Cuticura," IK.pt. SO, Boston.
liver and bowels. Just what you need.
Men who utiave ami shampoo wicii Cut'sun
"awaits developments." Doubtl.?s lr. -- A. Walter Utting, in judge. ,
Adv.
Soup wlil Itud it ttai loraua utd Kale,
For sale by all dealers.
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WOMEN'S

just published

able that so many squirms and wigOne Month
can be found.
..$7.50 gles
One Year
dances have, but one thing to
Rag
Daily, by Mail
recommend them newness.
One Year
They are not pretty, they are not
3.00
Six Months
graceful, they are not dignified, they
are nothing but new 'and novelty is
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
their only charm. When that wears
GROWER
off, as it will before long, something
else will take the place ragging now
One Year
fills. What it will be no one can
Six MonthB
tell, but let us hope It will be something more pleasing to the aesthetic
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- sense.
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money orBr the way, what about fixing up
der. If sent otherwise we will not that New Mora road
be responsible for loss.
o
Specimen copies free on
Tomorrow is the big day for the
kids. Help make them happy.
65

cial
FOR

7c CALICOES

MEN'SJMULE

One lot of Wilson Bros, negligee shirts with military collar, detached or attached collar, worth $1.50 and $1.75,
special
...89o

WOMEN'S

SKIN GAUNTLETS 14c

Men's mule skin gauntlet,

14c

special

35c LINEN COLLARS 10c

Women's all linen embroidered collars in an excellent
variety of styles, all sizes, worth 25c and 35c each, special
each
10c

made, all sizes, worth

wt-1-

25c each, the best wearing glove possible for the money,

'W00LTEX'

Loa Veaa'LeftditvStoro

BUSTER

SLITS

&osemoaM6 Son

BROWN

FOR
WOMEN

Established 1862

K

f

CHILDREN

Constipation is the starting point
for many serious diseases. To be heal
thy keep 'he bowels active and regular. HERBINE will remove all accumulations in the bowels and put the system in prime condition. Prire 50c.
Sold by Central Drus Co. Adv.
Iu rural schools in Missouri girls
are organized into
clubs" under the direction of the National Congress of Mothers." to aid in
the good roads movement.
"pick-and-shov-

AUTOMOBILE,

'

If
V

zs

CARRIAGE

AND

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN

N. O.

429 GRAND AVE.

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Massage. Only latest methods are employed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m.
No work done on Saturdays except by appointment.
Price 50c
Appointments made for work at ladies
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00
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RED CROSS DRUG CO

CAPITAL

SHOES FOR

South, 5idel!la5a

rolled around without knowing what
HARRY BUCKLES HURT he was doing. They were rushed to
the hotel and several doctors attended
them. Eight stiches we
required to
IN EL PASO IN
close the gash on Buckles' head and
his nose was broken and had to be
in a plaster cast. Gebhart was
put
BALL GAME
the most seriously injured. It was
half an hour before he began to regain
CATCHER WHO MADE A NAME consciousness, and he had bled proHERE
TWO fusely from a deep gash over the eye
HIMSELF
FOR
which required many stitches.
He
INJURAGO
YEARS
SERIOUSLLY
was taken to the Providence hospital,
ED IN COLLISION
where he is now with every promise
Word was received in Las Vegas of being well enough to return home
today to the effect that Harry Buck- in two or three days.
les, formerly catcher for the Las
$100 REWARD $100.
Vegas ball team that won the chamThe
of this paper will be
readers
of
two
the southwest
years
pionship
pleased to learn that there is at least
ago, is seriously injured in Silver one dreaded disease that science has
City as a result of a collision with been able to cure in all its stages, and
another player there. Buckles is well that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
known to the local fans, having dis- Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity
Catarrh be
tinguished himself as a catcher when ing a constitutional
disease requires a
here. Details of the accident indicate constitutional treatment.
Hall's Cathat it was largely due to the action tarrh Cure s taken' Internally, acting
of the crowd, incluaing some of the directly upon the blood and mucous
of the system, thereby desplayers on the El Paso bench. Half surfaces the
foundation of the disease,
of them were yelling for Gebhart and troying
and giving the patient strength by
half yelling for Buckles, the idea be- building up the constitution and asing to confuse the players. No one sisting nature in doing its work. The
expected the serious consequences, proprietors have so much faith in its
and the crowd was considerably taken curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
down when it saw the result. The
fails to cure. Send for list of testitwo men ran together with a crash monials.
that could be heard all over the
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., Tolgrounds and both were bleeding pro- edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.
fusely when aid reached them. GebTake Hall's
hart was completely out and Buckles ation. Adv. Family Pills for constip-
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LAS VEGAS .SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

And Ointment

32-- p.

MEN'S $1.75 SHIRTS FOR 89c

4c

Standard fast color calicoes in red, light b'ue, navy'
grey, black and light colors, worth 7c per yard, spicial..4c

Cuticura Soap

'

49e

;
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Your choice of our entire line of boy's suits, worth $3.50
to $6.50 each, sizes 5 years to 15 years, special for this
sale, each
$2.39

One lot of women's light colored house dresses, broken
lines, sizes up to 42, worth $1.75 to $1.25 each, spe-

Soft find White

K

BOY'S S6.50 SUITS FOR $2.39

$2.25 DRESSES FOR 49c

-

-

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm, Q. HAYDQN
H. VV, KELLY
D.

Vice
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President
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Fact That Extreme Heat
to Chronic
Constipation
So many people are in the habit of
eating cold food In hot weather that
constipation is very common during
summer. It is best to vary the food
and have some hot things, as, for example, soups and hot fish and meats,
if that is to be the diet. Iced water
should be drunk sparingly.
In spite of all care people will become constipated, and if you find
yourself in that condition you can pet
immediate relief by the use of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. There is no
time of the year when you should be
more careful of constipation than in
the summer, for many of the serious
illnesses as well as the fatalities result from a clogging up of the bowels
You also need general good health to
withstand the heat, and hence Syrup
Pepsin is the best to take because it
contains tonic Ingredients that help
to build up the entire system.
Numerous uSers throughout the
the land will verify these facts, among
them Mr. George C. Allen, 408 N. Main
St., Reading, Mass., who recovered hia
health
completely after using only two
j

AND

FACTOR hN DEFENSE
SAYS KAHN

Weil-Know- n

Conduces

THE LATEST
NEW YORK FULL OF AMATEUR
OPERATORS WHO CATCH ALL
SORTS OF MESSAGES NOT INTENDED FOR THEIR HEARING.
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
New York, Aug. 29. A recent investigation has brought to light the
fact that New York City harbors a
larger number of wireless eavesdroppers ,than any other place in the
world. Five thousand are in operation
now and the craze is so epidemic that
the Increase averages half a dozen
every night. On the roofs of houses,

hotels, garages and stores everywhere
rise the primitive aerials. Down below in his little room sits the amateur
with his ear phone clamped to his
head drinking the news, conveyed
surely and swiftly ito him through the
wireless signals. , These wireless outfits cost on the average about $50,
but for even less these wireless eavesdroppers can pluck from the skies
secrets of state, finance and com
merce and often fervent messages of
. love and affection.
The amateur wireless craze is distributed over all sorts
t
and conditions of people. The
as well as the wealthiest class
are keenly interested. University men,
mechanics, clerks, doctors, lawyers
and clergymen are experimenting. In
Harlem a wireless lovers' club is reported. Half a dozei couples have installed wireles3 apparatus, anl the
Knrlem
atmosphere is surcharged
wages of devotion and affection half
an hour after parting time every
night. Stories are told of a number
of wave tangles that mixed up sweethearts who were tuned up wrong for
the interchanged mutual confidences.
Laws have been passed which were
Intended to curb the activities of thse
amateur wireless enthusiasts, but in
spite of this the student and experimenter continues to "butt in." Records
show that he Increases and multiplies
between every rising and setting of
the sun and his Interloping keeps
pace with the increase. Amateur
wireless operators put up a strong
defense against the accusation of being eavesdroppeds. They claim that
they have frequently been the first
to hear signals of distress from ships.
They also assert that by their experiments many devices have been addeil
to wireless patents.
hum-Wes-

New Yorks position as the world's
largest producer of manufactures Is

pretty generally eclipsed by the Importance popular attached to Wall
street and the stock exchange, to the
"Great White Way" and its
tions, to Tammany Hall, and to such
oiher features, which, though distiir
guishing, may be classed as Incidental to the city's real growth and greatness. It may be hard to realize but
Is none the less true, that there are
in operation within the city's limits
as many as 30,000 factories, employingIn 'round figures 650,000 operatives and 110,000 office workers, on
pay rolls aggregating over $700,000,000
per annupm. These factories annually produce goods to the value of over
of which approrimr.tely
$2,600,000,000,
is paid for materials,
$1,400,000,000
as the
lca'-inabout $1,200,000,000
value added by manufacture or the
wealth autuallv produced by 760,000
workers. In other words, New York
merchandise than
City makes mi-does any state in the Union; in fact,
s
its total production is at least
as large as the aggregate of
the six New England states, which
section is popularly supposed to lead
Says a
all others in manufactures.
New England manufacturer who is
e

five-sixth-

Freckle-Fac- e
Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots,
How to Remove Easily
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
to try a remedy for freckles with the
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
will not cost you a penny unlss It
moves the freckles; while If it does
give you a clear complexion the expense Is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine
'
double
from
your
strength
druggist and a few applications
should show you how easy it Is to
rid yourself of the homely freckles
ad get a beautiful complexion. Rarely is more than one ounce needed for

the worst case.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
double strength othine as trls Is the
prescription sold under guarantee of
money back If It falls to remove
frecklea.

moving his large works to New York:
"I thought such a large business as
mine would attract some attention, but
find that it is so small compared with
the manufacturing done In New York

City that it will not attract the least
bit of notice; it will be only a very
small drop in a very large bucket."
The largest industry In New York is
the manufacture of clothing, in which
alone are engaged more than 7,000
factories and approximately 190,000
wage earners; the total value of products amount to $650,000,000, of which
covers feminine apparel,
$350,000,000
for mere
$300,000,000
only
leaving
man.

The recent thefts from prominent
New Yorkers summering at fashionable resorts of more than $200,000
worth of jewels has brought to light
the fact that many of the famous
necklaces and tiaras are most infrequently worn, thejr places. being taken by duplicates made of Imitation
stones. The apparent ease with which
these treasures are stolen, in many
cases never to be recovered, warrants
wonder that the practice of wearing
duplicates Instead of the originals is
not more prevalent, especially at summering places where the owners are
naturally more carefree and frolicsome and not so well provided with
safes and strong boxes as at home.
Concerns so engaged are now duplicating precious stones so faithfully
bethat,only experts may distinguish
tween the real and the sham, and often the copies are said to outshine the
originals. As a matter af fact, many
women of large wealth, who own famous jewels, make no secret of the
fact that their most prized gems are
seldom taken from the safe deposit
vaults, though nevertheless they are
on occasions large and small admired
by proxy as it were; and not Infrequently does the imitation itself cost
a small fortune.
That these United States are about
to enjoy for the very first time in
all their history the honor of a visit

from a real reivning European sovereign is promised (or threatened) by
the proposed landing here in the near
future of Albert I, sovereign Prince
of Monaco and overlord of the world
famed and world fed gambling resort
Hitherto we have
Monte Carlo.
had to content ourselves, so far a3
ruling royalty is concerned, with the
Emprivilege of welcoming the late
peror Don Pedro of Brazil in 1876,
and some years later Kalakaua, the
dusky king of the Sandwich Islands.
It was during the life and reign of
Queen Victoria that King Edward VIT,
then the Prince of Wales, made his
memorable visit. Another report, most
Interesting In this connection, Is that
King George and Queen Mary are
contemplotlng a trip to Washington
and New York before returning home
from their tour of Canada next year.
Already In official and social circles
discussion has begun as to the honors due these distinguished guests-to- be and the etiquette that will befit
the occasions, there being no precedent whatever for guidance. It is
safe to assume, however, that his
exalted rank will Insure Albert I of
Monaco against too critical examination by the immigration authorities
as to his gambling connections and
the Bummary deportation that might
otherwise befall him.
-

Few churches are so widely known
by name us New ork's "Little Church
Around the Corner," yet possibly not
one in ten thousand of those familiar
with th name have' seen it or would
ivootnt.e as the same the now spaoi- -

CONGRESSMAN DECLARES THEIR
'IMPROVEMENT
MUCH
MEANS
TO ARMY AND NAVY; NOTHING
SECTIONAL IN POLICY.
i

(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Washington, Aug. 29 That improvement of the rivers and harbors
At
of this country is an important factor
in the national defense is a conclusion reached by Hon. Julius Kahn,
bottles: and Miss Anna Schoff, 219 S. who represents a California district
Washington St., Baltimore, Md., who and Is one of the best known members
uses It for constipation and now has of the house. Mr. Kahn Is the rankher mother and friends also using It. ing minority member of the commitThey now avoid drastic remedies like tee on military affairs and has given
cathartics, tablets, purgatives, salt much attention to the problems of arwaters, pills and Buch things. Dr. my organization, but he Is also deepCaldwell's Syrup Pepsin is mild and ly Interested in the improvement of
pleasant, and children like it. You navigation, believing, as he does, that
can obtain It of any druggist at fifty the future greatness of America decents and one dollar a large bottle. pends upon utilizing our natural reEach bottle must do what Is claimed sources to the best advantage and
or your money will be refunded.
making them serve the nation In a
Families wlBhlng to try a free sam- practical way.
ple bottle can obtain It, postpaid, by
"I am in favor of the best system
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 418 of river and harbor Improvement we
Washington St., Monticello, 111.
can devise," said Mr. Kahn, speaking
of such improvements in connection
ous and beautiful
Church of the with the national defense. "Naturally
Transfiguration, In East Twenty-nintI am much Interested in an efficient
street. The origin of its odd name Is army and a strong navy," he continurecalled to
among actor-fol- ed, "and I realize the necessity for
few
a
days ago of making use of our rivers and harbors
by the death
Tubnell
William
Sabine, late not only for commerce but as a means
Bishop
of the Reformed Episcopal church, of defense. We never know when it
but in those days rector of the fash- may be necessary to. have troops
ionable Church of the Atonement at
afloat. In time of war we would not
Madison Avenue and Twenty-eightdare send trops to sea without a navstreet. In September 1870 'George al convoy. If that convoy should be
Molland, a well known actor of his attacked by superior numbers anytime, died here and the late Joseph where near our coasts the troop ships
Jefferson, In behalf of the son, E. must seek shelter In the nearest port.
M. Holland, called upon Dr. Sabine With them should
go the convoy, conto1 conduct the funeral services. The
on our coast
the
harbors
sequently
doctor declined because of Mr. Hol- should be made accessible to our
lands profession and suggested that deep draft battleships. Good harbors
Mr. Jefferson try a
little church will thus become an aid to the nationaround the corner. "Thank God," re- al defense as well as a benefit to
plied Jefferson, "for 'The Little Church commerce."
Dr. George
Around the Corner.'"
Mr. Kahn does not believe there
Hendhio Houghton, who had founded can be anything sectional in advocatthe church, welcomed Mr. Jefferson ing a liberal policy for the rivers and
and the funeral services were held harbors, or the Improvement of any
there. The, story spread among thea- other national project, for the reason
trical circles and the fame of the that all sections must be benefited by
worldwide.
It has been the church eveything that Is for the common
of theatrical folk who have been mar- good.
"The Panama canal Is the
ried there, had their children christen- greatest waterway Improvement ever
ed there, and been burled from there. undertaken in the world," said the
California congressman, "but its supPostmaster Antoine Deioria, Gard- porters were "not confined to the Paner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of cific coast or the Atlantic coast. The
those troubled with kidney and bladder iregularlties, and says "From my Mississippi valley, whose ships we
own experience I can recommend Fo- hope to see in the near future passley Kidney Pills. My father also was ing through the Golden Gate; the
cured of kidney disease, and many people of the Iron and coal regions
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney contiguous to the Ohio river; people
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross of the
and
great western prairies,
Drug Store. Adv.
those within the shadow of the mag
nificent Rocky Mountains, all were in
CHINESE PUPILS CONFER
terested in and helped to make the
Urbana, 111., Aug. 29. The annual Panama canal
possible. Some were
conference of Chinese students in
the moving spirit of the
middle western colleges and universi- actuated by
race the increase in worldly
ties began at the University of Illi- human
which the canal would
acquisitions
nois today and will continue for one
above
but
and beyond all else
week. The chief object of the con- bring
cause dthe construction of the
that
ference is to promote acquaintancePanama canal was the lofty patriot
ship among the students, who come
of a people proud of their nation
ism
of
from widely separated districts
determined to preserve ' it for
and
China, so that when they go back
their
posterity.
home they can work to better advantWe dredge our rivers; we build
age together.
our harbors; we improve our naviga
tion for that which makes the pulses
of the world throb In business activObstinate
ity for the returns in dollars and
which surely follow. But we
Quickly Yields cents
built the Panama canal and control
it, primarily, Is a means of national
Fine Remedy that Clears safety.
We build our battleships and
Skin of Pimples on Cheeks, maintain our army (not now in such
a condition as I think adequate or deTemples, Sides of Nose
and Chin.
sirable) for the same purpose. We
utilize our advantages for commerce,
hut a still higher motive is the preservation of the republic.
It is well known among my friends,"
continued Mr. Kahn, "that I am in
favor of a short enlistment in the
army with the view that soldiers will
Mill
trained and afterwards
be
become
Let 3. S. 3.
Purify Your
reserve
avaialble for a substantial
corps which can be called Into ser
"N$ IiuecU can't
Harm
vice In case of war or other emerAcne attacks the glandulur structure gency. Much In the same manner do
of the skin, more particularly those
the rivers and harbors, when well Imfat.
tiny glands that secrete
And It is here that S. S. S., the famous proved, become an adjunct of the nablood purifier is most active in its
tional defense. Supplies can be
Influence.
There is one ingredient in 8. S. S., the transported from the great granaries
purpose of which it is to stimulate the
cells in the tissues that they select of the country to the seaboard; troops
from the blood the nutriment that can be loaded upon transports at
makes new skin and thus eliminates available shipping
points; the harbors
all irritants, acids and parasites that
inflame the glands. There is a natural are ready for the ships, both as places
tendency of the fine network of blood
vessels in the skin to throw oft impuri- of refuge for commerce and as bases
ties, but where a persistent inflamma- for naval squadrons.
tion process has Invaded the skin, the
"I have been much Impressed with
natural repair work of the blood is Interfered with. It requires the stimu- the increased interest shown in river
lating activity of 8. S. S. to overcome and harbor Improvements in connecIf you have
such, morbid conditions.
been troubled with acne, do not despair tion with the construction of the Panof a cure.
canal and the general tendency
You can get S. S. S. in any drug ama
store, but insist upon having it. Take to better facilities of commerce everyno chance with a substitute. And If
hut our people should not foryour blood condition is such that you where, our
harbors must be protectwould like to consult a specialist get that
freely, address the Medlcai Dept., The ed by adequate fortifications; that the
181
Swift Bldg.,
Pwift Specific Company,
canal must be absolutely assured to
Atlanta, Ua.
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our control by a strong force of In
fantry and coast artillery, and that
our commerce which floats upon the
high seas must be guarded by a navy
which cannot be defeated.
"It seems to me that all the great
things we are doing and must do go
hand in hand. We build a canal for
the commerce of the world and for
our own protection. And we must
fortify and garrison that canal. We
improve our rives and harbors In order that ships flying the American flag
can pass down and out Into the ocean
with cargoes from the farms and factories of our broad land. We maintain a navy which will protect those
ships afloat. And at home we should
have an army which will insure us
from apprehension that a foreign foe
will land a force within our borders.
"Count the cost? Of course, coui t
the cost. The millions upon mlllioi.s
paid out every year for insurance arc
counted In the cost of conducting private business, hut it Is consider
money well Invested. So it is with our
river and harbor improvements. They
are investments and insurance. Thi-- r
mean trade and commerce, safety md
peace, while the greatest nation ever
known goes foward with Its wonder
fill achievements."
If you sit In a cool draft when you
are heated and get a stiff neck or
lame back, you will be looking for
something that will ease the pain.
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
it, because it is the best pain relieving
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
WORLD CONGRESS OF STUDENTS
Ithaca, N. Y.,Aug. 29. With an attendance of delegates representing the
student bodies of universities
and
colleges in many parts of the world,

the eighth biennial congress of the
International Federation of Students
assembled at Cornell university today
and will continue in session until the
latter part of next week. The congress is the first gathering of Its
kind ever held In America. The international federation was organized
In Italy In 1898, and now has affiliat
ed societies In many countries of Eu
rope and In both North and South
America. The principal object of the
organization Is to create a closer unity among students of all nations and
to consider the problems common to
students in every country. At the
conclusion of the sessions here the
foreign delegates will be conducted on
a two weeks' tour of the principal ci
ties and educational centers of the
eastern states.
.

Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded

me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. After taking one dose of It I
was cured. It also cured others that
I gave it to," writes M. E. Gebhart
Oriole, Pa. That Is not at all unusual.
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can
almost Invariably by cured by one or
two doses of this remedy. It Is one
of the most successful preparations
that has been discovered. Thousands
have testified to its value. For sale
Adv.
by all .dealers.
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ABBOT TO LECTURE HERE
CHIEFS
GATHER
New York, Aug. 29. The Catholic
clergy and laity of this city are preparing to welcome Abbot Gasquet, the
FOR FOHTV-FiiS- T
head of the English Benedictines,
who is to arrive here tomorrow from
CONVENTION
Europe. Abbot Gasquet Is a churchman of great distinction and Is chairman of the commission appointed by
th pope to undertake the revision of REPRESENTATIVES OF DEPARTMENTS
OF
MANY FOREIGN
the Vulgate. He is coming over to
COUNTRIES
JOIN
TO
MAKE
Unideliver a series of lectures In the
MEETING A GREAT ONE

Hi

ted States and Canada.

New York, Aug, 29. The forty-Hrts- t
annual convention of the International
Association of Fire Engineers, which
is to be held in this city the comlns
week and for which the final prepara
tions have now been completed, will
bring together the greatest gathering
of fire fighters the world has ever
seen., Heads of the fire departments
of nearly all the 'eadlng cities of the
United States and Canada will be
present. In addition, the attendance
TAFT TO ADDRESS JUDGES
will Include representatives of many
Montreal, Aug. 29. A oonference of foreign cities.
Judges of the United States and Can
Among the fire chiefs from abroad
ada la to be held In this city tomor will be A. R. Dyer of London, Caprow as a preliminary to the annual tain Hivert and Lieutenant' La Point
meeting next week of the American of Paris, Thomas Purcell of Dublin,
Bar Association. The conference will Colonel M. Kirhoff of St. Petersburg,
be held under the auspices o the Captain Pordage of
Edinburgh, F. A.
judiciary committee of the assocta. P. Schaenker of Frankfort-on-the-Maltion. William II. Taft, former presi Felix Mitchell of Cape Town, C. E.
dent of the United States, Is schedul Bennington of Pretoria, D. J. Stein of
ed to deliver the principal address.
Melbourne, August Deering of Honolulu and C. E. Weidman of Panama.
The convention will have its formal
The daughter of A. Mitcheil, Bagdad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney opening at the Grand Central palace
trouble and they feared her health on Monday. Mayor Gaynor will welwas permanently Impaired. Mr. Mitch- come the
visitors.. At this and the
ell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley Kidney subsequent business sessions a number
Pills' and now she Is completely cur- of papers will be presented.
Fire
ed." Women are more liable to have Commissioner Johnson and Chief Ken-Iokidney trouble than men and will find
of the New York department will
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable discuss "Fire Insurance and Its Re
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
lation to Incendiarism." Chief Henry
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
C. Bunker and William Clark, direct
or of public safety, of Cincinnati, will
UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION
talk on "The Inspection pf Buildings
Chicago, Aug. 29. Many students
and
Contents by Members of a Uniof the University of Chicago received
their degrees today at the eighty-eight- formed Force." Other papers will ne
convocation of the university. read by Chief A. V. Brunnett of BIrm.
The convocation address was deliver- Ingham, Ala., on "Motor Fire Apparaed by Professor John H. Latane, of tus," and by Charles S. Demorest of
the New York fire department, on
Washington and Lee University, who
"The Gasoline Motor Pumping Entook for his subject, "Our Relations
,
gine."
With Japan."
Wednesday there will be scientific
tests of various kinds of apparatus at
YOU who require the best and purest
the pier at the foot of West Fifty-fourt- h
medicine see that you get Foley's Honstreet. Here a grandstand1 has
ey and Tar Compound in preference
to any other for coughs, colds, asthma, been erected, from which the visiting
hoarsness, tickling throat and lung firemen can watch operations. A motroubles. It is a strictly high grade tor engine and a steam jitimp will be
family medicine, and only approved placed side by side on the i !or. In
drugs of first quality are used in Its the first test the motor
will be run
manufacture. It gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaef- for six consecutive hours with 3o0
er and Red Cross Drug Store. Adj.
pounds pressure at the pump, the test
requiring a certain number of gallons
to be delivered at the nozzle
CELEBRATE
PICKLE DAY
Plattevllle, Colo., Aug. 29. Resi- minute. For six hours more lit)
dents of Plattevllle and vicinity sus- pounds will be carried, and the enpended business today and Joined in gine will be run steadily with an inthe festivities of the annual "Pickle creasing pressure of 50 pounds every
Day" carnival. The festivities were six hours until a maximum pressure
conducted on an elaborate scale, for of 308 pounds has been reached'. Com
this year's cucumber crop In this se parison will be made with the time
consumed by the steam pump In detion was the largest on record.
livering the same amount of water at
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney the nozzle.
Friday will be the day of the big
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache, parade. More than 1,500 members of
weak and lame back with soreness ov- the New York
department will take
er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat- part. There will he
apparatus repredull
ism,
headache, and disturbed senting 150 companies and 3,500 unisleep, are all Indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve formed volunteers and members of
quickly and permanently. Try them paid departments outside of this city.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug The parade will, in a way,
portray
Store. Adv.
the history of organized fire fighting,
for every sort of fire fighting appara
ACHBISHOP'S BIRTHDAY
tus will be shown. There will be ex
Milwaukee,
Wis., Aug. 29. The amples of the old hand
apparatus.
Most Rev. Sebastian G. Messmer, head Hand drawn
engines will be lu line,
of the Roman Catholic archdiocese of and as a climax will
be seen the
Milwaukee, reached his sixty-thirmodern motor driven engines and
birthday anniversary today. Next De- carts.
cember his grace will celebrate the
At the conclusion of the parade the
tenth anniversary of his appointment firemen will make their way to Riveras archbishop.
side Drive for the dedication of the
firemen's monument commemorating
Confidence Well Founded
death of Deputy Chief Kroger of the
The Implicit confidence that many New
York department in 1907.
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
The week w;lll see some thrilling
Is
Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy
founded on their experience In the scenes on Riverside Drive during the
use of that remedy and their knowl- speed tests. The great motor driven
edge of the many remarkable cures engines of the local department will
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that be sent down the avenue
at their highIt has effected. For sale by all deal- est
Another
exhibition
speed.
whl;h
ers.
Adv.
,
will be unusual will be a hill climbing
MARKETS CLOSE UNTIL TUESDAY contest on the steep hill on WashNew York, Aug. 29. The New York ington Heights.
A fund of ?23,000 has been subscribstock exchange, the Cotton exchange
ed for the entertainment of the visitexand virtually all the other big
ing firemen during the week that
changes in this city closed today for
will be the guests of the city.
the Labor Day holiday and will not they
Theater parties, luncheons and a
resume operations until Tuesday.
banquet at the Hotel Astor will bo
for the visiting chtefa and augiven
In every home where there Is a
tomobile
rides for the ladies who acbaby there should also be a bottle of
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It may be company them. During the week
needed at any time to correct sour there will be a baseball contest beor tween teams
colic, diarrhoea
stomach, wind
represents the New
summer complaint. It is a whole- York,
Philadelphia and Chicago fire
some remedy, contains no opium, morphine or injurious drug of any kind. departments.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Centra Drug Co. Adv.
Kidney Trouble Began With a

Tales of "Honey and Tar" from Westi
anrf East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
gives universal satisfaction and I use
only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for my children." E. C. Rhodes.
Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking lagrippe cough and finally got relief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Compound." Use no other In your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Back
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St., T.Jr
Ills of Women
Many women suffer miserably from 111., was recently cured of a !:a
chronic constipation, causing nervous- of kidney trouble that
v

ness, dizziness and sallow complexion.
They will find that Chamberlain's
Tablets invariably bring relief. These
tablets are easy to take asd pleasant
in effect. For sale by all dealers.

tartl

lama back, and says: "I an tvrt
thankful in getting a cure of ney trouble by iis!;-FoW K";
Pills. Try them ycn-rnt
Schaefer and Red Crm Erw pf

Adv. Adv.
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to take gold in the form of barsr At
the rate at which the gold is being
minted, about 85,000 20 franc sold
pieces a day, it will take at least two
years for the whole of the reserve to
be coined.

REAKS AND FANCIES OF
TWO FOREIGN CAPITALS
London,

Aug. 29.

The women

the British Islands have a

of
new and

novel grievance. It is the workings
f the Lloyd George insurance scheme
which, among other things, gives 30
shillings to every insured woman on
childbirth. Now the question is shall
the woman or her husband collect the
money?
About the time the law was to go
into effect this paternal government
plastered the country with posters of
the size and general appearance of
those the circus advance agents paste
upon farmers' barns, hearing the picture of a crowd of cheerful looking
women all holding fat babies In their
arms. The purpose was to call attention to this maternity benefit of $7.50.
The husbands of the mothers now
claim that the money should be hand
ed to them, and thus far they have
been prompt in collecting It whenever
a household has been blessed with
offspring. Many of them have been
equally prompt about disbursing it,
and that has caused the trouble. One
man Is said to have used this windfall
to elope with another woman, and
cases of the head of the family treating himself to a spree have not been

rare.

Questions have been asked In the
house of commons with the object ol
having a rule adopted by which this
maternity benefit will he paid only
to the mothers, and some of the
women's eocieties have taken up the
matter and doubtless they will gain
their point.
The loss of the Dwlght F. Davis cup,
emblematic of the world's lawn tennis
championship in doubles, which went
July 28 to a team of American players, has been followed by the usual
stream of journalistic criticism, de
void, however, of tha acrimony which
e
marked British comment on the
of the last Olympic games.
The chief subject of this postmortem investigation Is the American
An. anonymous
"smash" service.
writer in the Standard began the discussion by denouncing the "smash"
service as trick stroke which should
lie barred by legislation, just as the
shot was in billiards. The correspondence thus started has gone
merrily forward with the opponents
the famous service apparently in
the minority. The discussion has

CA1IZA

71,

ENDORSEMENT

A curious congress, that of the "Inorder he can do so only if he Is wear. firm and Atrophied of France," will
ing a hat. In strict parliamentary be held In Paris durink October. .
etiquette- a member should always
The program of the congress ha?
raise his hat when he is referred to not yet been made public, but amon;;
oy the speaker.
other festivities will be a reception
at the Hotel de Ville which the
'
Paris, Aug. 29. Close to the old municipal councillors promised, withBreton town of Fougeres is a pond out
realiizng what it might entail. It
beside which is a signpost setting has now been pointed out to the
forth in large letters that, by order councillors that the legless and oth
of the local authorities "all persons erwise infirm
delegates will have
drowning themselves In the pond will great difficultly In asceding to the re
be heavily fined."
oeption rooms, and the question of InDuring the past few months, quite stalling an elevator for the occasion
a number of persons, tired of life, is
being discussed.
have ended their lives in the placid
waters of the little lake, moved no
The number of person acquitted by
doubt by the spirit of imitation' so French juries ' on the ground of parfrequently found In persons of un tial
to dan
is
"

balanced mind. A woman dwelling
on the bank conceived the Idea two
months ago of putting up the notice
in question, and the instinct of obedience to the behests of authority Is so
deep seated In the French mind that
no' suicides have occurred In the pond
'
since. '

Paris, the traditional resort ol
king3 in exilo. row harbors the
of Morocco, .Abdul Aziz.
His majesty, in fluwing robes of
white, is to be seen daily In a large
automobile driving along the boulevards. To distract him from his
gloomy thoughts he was taken to a
vaudeville establishment
to see the "Revue." The potentate
gazed with indifference at the long
aray of gorgeously arayed dancers;
only when Jack Johnson appeared to
give an exhibition of boxing, and to
dance with his wife, did a gleam of
Interest dawn In the royal eyes. "What
a splendid slave he would have made
for me a few years ago," said his
majesty with a deep sigh.
ex-sult-

well-know- n

GIVES

The opening was weak, unchanged to
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
29
cent lower, with September .leadNew York, Aug.
Speculators
4
who were disposed to continue opera- ing the decline. Starting at 72 t
then rose to
tions of the long side were aided in September dipped to
cents. December opened untheir efforts by improvement In com- 72

TO

WON

(Continued From Page One.)
section, preliminary to an endeavor
to raise the siege of Torreon.,

Constitutionalists
they
reported
captured Villadalraa, Nuevo Leon

mission house buslnss. This demand
was especially noticeable In the
broader market for numerous specialties which are not often dealt in.
While stocks showed a hesitating tone
at times, there was no serious inter-uptio-n
to progress upward during the
morning and traders who attempted
to depress the market found it too
strong for them. The rise was accelerated by orders from traders who
finally went Into the market after
holding out for a time in hope of a
reaction.
Short covering continued to play
an important part In the rise, but
there was enough buying for the long
account to give more confidence In
the speculative position of the market. Bonds were steady.
Profit taking combined with displays of weakness at various points
caused the whole market to slide off
in the early afternoon." Missouri Pacific was notably weak, falling W2
under yesterday's close. St. Paul and
New York Central also showed unmis-takebl- e
heaviness.
A vigorous buying movement was
started in Smelting, which sent it up
2
and stopped the- general decline.
Other stocks crept up again to hear
the previous high point, but the demand was not maintained and speculation lapsed into a rut. Toledo, St.
Louis and Western 4c lost Its early
advance of five points.
The market closed easy. After
some slight irregularity prices turned definitely downward, wth activity
end weakness increasing in the lat
few minutes. Previous gains were'
mostly lost end there was a good
sprinkling of losses. American Ice
fell 2 and Wells Fargo express 3
points. TLo last sales were:
76
Amalgamafed Copper ...
.110
American Sugar

Diaz is Anxious
2S.
General Felix
London, Aug.
Diaz immediately after his arrival In
London from Canada yesterday telegraphed Mexico for, information as to
the latest news. lie declines to make
any comment whatever on the situation until i. he receives direct advices
growing
responsibility
gerous proportions, and the question from 'his own country. . His future
is likely to be dealt with shortly by movements also depend on the nature
of the news which reaches him.
parliament.
j The urgency of the problem has
Quiet in Washington
been brought up by a resolution of
the jury at the Paris assizes, which Washington, Aug. 29. There was
points out that the law, as it stands no indication today of additional troop
at present, leaves them no altema movements. Brigadier Montaster H.
tive between outright acquittal and Bliss commanding the southern dethe infliction of penalties which, un partment has full authority to move
der the circumstances, are excessive. the different organizations under his
The jury explains it has to deal with command without Instructions from
persons who, while not entirely res Washington. He also is authorized to
ponsible for their aetions, are yet suf- call on other departments for add!
ficiently responsible, to deserve some tional troops if In his discretion' the
punishment, instead of being allowed situation warrants such action.
to go scot-freOfficials Puzzled
Administration officials were puz
are ad
Special
vocated as the best means of dealin zlcd today by news dispatches saying
that John Lind had reconsidered his
with this class of prisoners.
plans to go to Mexico City and would
remain in Vera Cruz several days.
While it has been left entirely to Mr.
to determine his
Llnd's discretion
own movements, the understanding
has been from official messages re
ceived yesterday that he would take ktchison
an early train today for Mexico City
Northern Pacific
prison-sanatoriu-

out-com-

THIS YEAR
Residents on the Swiss shore of
Lake Constance are watching with
great interest a series of experiments
with a new aerial gun, conducted over AUTOMOBILE TOUR OVER FINE
ROADS THROUGH
MOUNTAINS
the lake from a Zeppelin airship.
OCCUPIES ENTIRE DAY, ENDING
Great secrecy has been maintained
WITH PICNIC SUPPER
about the trials, and the full results
are not known. Firing from a height
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
of 800 feet, It was observed that the
Colorado Springs, Col., Aug. 29.
floating target was riddled with bul
lets, while from 2,500 feet another tar- The fifth annual conference of governors of the United States came to a
get suffered considerably.
It is understood that the new gun close at 12:30 o'clock this afternoon.
is a quickflrer, a kind of aerial max- By the official program the last businva or me propriety ot including jawn im.
It is not designed to sink vessels ness session was to have been held
tennis in the playing curriculum of
so much as to kill the crews. The tomorrow afternoon, but on Wednesthe public schools, and the problem
are always carried out day th6 program was advanced by
of replacing the present English vet- experiments
holding an extra session on Mount
at sunset.
v
'
erans with younger players.
Manltou.
Underlying all of the criticism and
At 2 o'clock the governors were
There Is a persistent report that the taken on a
suggestions are indications of disapsight seeing automobile
pointment over the defeat, which Jed1 vacant chair at the French academy tour over the mesa through: the Garsome correspondents to deplore the is to be filled by a woman. The acad den of the Gods, the castle home of
whole controversy as evidence that emicians themselves are understood to the lat.e General W. J. Palmer, found.
the English are bad losers. One ad- be favorably disposed to the Innova er of Colorado Springs, to Manitou
vocate of the American game
tion, In view of the Indisputable tal- and up Ute pass, the famous, Indian
his letter as follows: "The pres ents of the person mentioned, the trail through the mountains. Returnent wailing seems to me to be more Countess de Noallles, who was re ing to Colorado Springs the party
suited to a kindergarten than to a cently declared by a distinguished for- was taken south over the Canon
nation of sportsmen." Another, sign- eign critic to be the greatest living
Springs road, constructed by
convict labor, to Glen Cairn ranch
ing himself "Athletic Girl," says: "I French poet.
"have read the letters and articles on
Anatole France, when asked recent- just beyond Dead Man's canyon, where
the loss of the Davis cup with In- ly the date of his next appearance at a supper lunch will be served.
Dunne Discusses Public Utilities
creasing irritation. The most alarm- the academy, is said to have replied:
ing symptom of the decadence of Eng "Very shortly for the election of
The feature of the session of the conlish sport is the spirit in which de- Madame da Noailles." The French ference of governors today was an
feats are taken. We no longer uphold academy, according to tradition. Is address by Governor Edward F. Dunne
our traditions and take our beatings never in vacation, and this year Is no of Illinois, who spoke on the "Growth
"&ke men, but whine and snivel in the
At the last of Public Control of Utilities." His
reception to the rule.
columns of the daily press as to the meeting there were only half a dozen address was an extensive treatise on
reasons of our defeat."
of the 40 present, but the never-endinthe development of the plan in the
On thing in which practically all the
task of revising the great diction- various states of the union, more par
critics agree is that Maurice E. Mc- ary went on as usual.
ticularly since 1905, when the move
laughlin, one of the American playment began to show Itself in definite
ers, has proven himself the sensation
There are at present more waiters form.
of the year on English courts. One than guests in the Swiss hotels situat
The tendency of modern times In
critic declares that at his best the ed at high altitudes, as the result of
the United States is plainly in the di
Californian Is the greatest player that the continuous cold and rain during
"
rection of the control of public
ever lived, being better than either July. The hotels in the valleys, how-- !
movement is
"The
said.
he
the Dohertys in their pnme, and that ever, are crowded with tourists, who
leaps and bounds, and
nt his worst only the players in the have been waiting for weeks for bet- advancing by within
a few short years
I
believe
that
very front Tank of world's tennis have ter; weather to "go up into the
state
in the union
a
not
be
there
will,
tm7 chance of beating him. This
a
not
which
has
utility compublic
Wild
out
F.
that
critic points
Anthony
J;; "'.The first part of the summer season
law
by
mission,
empowered
ing only beat.McLougnlia the Amerifa1liivo an A ;
Yan ft rtnmnlata
1
'
trol the service of corporations of
all the rounds
had
through
played
is 'estimated . that hotel proprietors, the state. The
,a
control, when placed
of a great tournament,, ana that; J4C.
uUUv H11U
VIUVH.' a U.H. W VO , in the hands of a small compact comV
mill
set
five
him
1n'a
Parke defeated
over $1,250,000. Climbing in' the mission which does its work scienti
match in which the Californian took
Alps has been too dangerous fically, and In the open sunlight, must
higher
the majority ot strokes and games.
this season, and Lake Constance has be effective if we judge It upon the
overflowed in several parts, flooding experience of the states where It has
The question of the etiquette of the
a number of villages and towns. As been in force."
"hat in the house of commons nas
a result the tourist travel has been
again been raised by Commoner King unusually
light. The weather now,
the
in
his
hat
distinguished
wearing
BRYAN OFF TO LECTURE
shows signs of improving
however,
strangers gallery.
Washington,
Aug. 29. Secretary
soon will begin
visitors
and
probably
before
the
speaker
Unfortunately,
left
here
Bryan
early today for
to
is
the
but
flock
to
it
higher level,
iould rule on the question which was
Doylestown, Pa., to deliver a lecture
to
1913
season
of
too
the
late
prevent
from
the
raised, Mr. King disappeared
He will speak at
one of the worst "of many late this evening.
gallery and the affair was dropped, from being
Kennett Square, Pa., tonight, returnyears.1
"but old members of the house insist
ing here tomorrow morning. Mr.
that Mr. King was well within his
Bryan will speak in Oxford, Pa., toto
The
of
Bank
has
decided
France
A member of parliament Is
.Tights.
morrow
afternoon and in Belaire, Md.,
privileged to wear his hat anywhere strike Into coin the whole of Its gold in the evening, returning to Washing.
within the chamber, provided only metal reserve, amounting to $000,000,-000- ton
again Sunday morning.
that he is seated. But if he rises from
The decision of the bank was causTiis spat or moves from his position
We pay Ec a pound for nice large
:be must uncover during the process. ed by the Went gold crisis in EuIf a division has been called and a rope, ami the fact that foreign banks clean cotton rags.
Optic Publishing
r
i:.oij-.bewishes to raise a point of banks, in troublous times, do not like Co.
con-elud-

o

g

resume negotiations with the
Huerta government.
Medical Supplies for I orreon
Consul General Hanna at Monterey
reports that a supply of medicine has
arrived at San Antonio, Tex., and is
being taken by William Frederic to
Torreon for stamping out the epidemic of smallpox and typhoid ravaging that city. Another supply received from Captain Oliver of the battleship New Hampshire is being taken
to Torreon by automobile in charge
of George Richardson and Ernest.
hi- Boehrlnger.
Consul Holland at Saltillo reports
direct telegraphic communication with
to

to Vi
ofr at 68
changed to
then went up to 68V2
eased to
closed weak and
(,'. September
lower at 72 and December' strong
to
BP at 68
to
and

Shall We

Wheat, after opening weak on lower cables, firmed on commission house
buying. First prices on all options
cents off,, with Decemwere Va to
V. After a dip to 89.
to
ber at 89y8
December rallied to . opening quotations. Later there was a reaction and
the close was weak, with December
a net loss of VsV.
at
December oats opened a shae to
cnt off at 43 to 43 and rose to 43

Summer?

68,

68.

89,

Provisions scored a substantial rise
after an irregular .; opening,
cents off to' 5 cents up. First prices
for January options were pork $19.55;
lard $10.90; ribs $10.32. The closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, September 85; December
89; iMay 93.
Corn. September 72; Decembei

25

68; May 69.
Oats, September 40;
43; January 46.

Pork, September $21.25;
$19.60.
Lard, September $11.25;
$19.60.
Ribs, September $11.45;
$10.35.
KANSAS

.

December

''

'

January
January

This

Go

Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outingf. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you Will find it
invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.
sent promptly, if you address

January

CITY LIVE STOCK

D.

Kansas City, August 29. Hogs, receipts 4,000. Market steady to 5
cents lower. Bulk $8.253.65; heavy
$8. 20 8. 60; packers and butchers
$8.258.75; lights $8.258.75; pigs

eg

$5.757.

DISASTER

Cattle, receipts 2,500. Market stea
dy to strong. Prime fed steers $8.00
9.10; dressed beef steers $7.50
8.50; western steers $6.508; southern steers $57.25; cows $3.506.50;
heifers $4. 509; stockers and feed
ers $57.75; bulls $4.506.25; calves

L

BATCH ELOR

Agent

Las

N. JI.

,

Ve-as-

FEARED IN SICILY

Messina, Sicily, Aug. 29. The seles-mi- c
Instruments here have registered
during the last 24 hours continued
earth disturbances. A strong hurri96?'s
cane has also been blowing which
111V2
has caused the virtual destruction of
162
Reading
a number of huts in the Armenian
89
Southern Pacific ex div
$69.25.
quarter. The populace fears that
154
Union Pacific
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market stea these conditions foretell a disaster.
65
United States Steel
dy. Lambs $7.258.10; yearlings $5
108
United States Steel, pfd
The question of removing the na5.75; wethers $4.505; ewes $4
4.75; stockers and feeders $46.50. tional headquarters fo the JourneyCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
men's Tailors' union from Blooming-to- n
Chicago, Aug. 29. Corn firmed up
Wanted Cotton rags. Must
be
111., has been left to a referendum
today on large purchases by shorts. large clean and soft. Optic Pub. Co. vote of the members.

Mexico City resumed.

Federals Are Routed
Chihuahua, Mexico, Aug. 27. (By
courier to El Paso, Aug. 29.) The
federal irregulars commanded ' oy
General Felix Terrazas, were surprised by Francisco Villa and 1,200 rebels
at San Andres, Chihuahua, situated
60 miles west of this
city Tuesday
and badly routed. Terrazas' force
consisted of 500 men, half of which
were in the town of San Andres when
Villa attacked the military trains belonging to the federals. But a small
part of the federals got into the battle which followed.
It is estimated that the federals
loss is 100, mostly prisoners which
were reported executed afterward by

BUT AT COMPARATIVELY
rrt!

Stein-Bloc- h

grade, artistically tailored business suit at $20 to $25 was
unheard of before we entered
the field. You get clothes,
but not Tailored Clothes such
as we have ready for you to
try before our big mirrors.

Villa.

The rebel losses are unknown,
though said to be heavy. The federals
lost two cannon, which they claim to
have Bpiked.
Venustiano Carranza, commander of
the forces which attacked Torreon
recently, is reported to have reached
Parral with 500 followers, . marching
in this direction.

h

The Stein Bloch Label

M

GllARANl EES QUALITY HERE
AND EVERYWHERE ELSE

:

HAVE-.

SIIAIL EXPENSE

That is what you can do now
in Las Vegas, although you
could not a year or two ago,
Our
Smart Clothes
have changed all that. A high

A FEW SPECIALS IN OUR

BOYS DEPARTMENT

Inducements to Mothers
Boy's Suits with
pairs of Trousers

1

or

2

$5.00
Any Boy's Trousers
worth up to $1.25, $1.50,
1.75 and 2.00, special

$1.00

Till Opening- of School
Received a lot of Men's 25c
and 35c Socks in Wilson and Iron
Clad make, we will put these on
sale at f
All colors.

6c.

CHILDREN. READY FORI SCHOOL

utili-ltles,-

t6-co-

Where

TODAY IN CONGRESS

A
Senate: Tariff bill consideration'
was resumed with Sesator Hitchcock
caucus, as
denouncing democratic
machine"
and
reopening
"political
fight over Income tax provision.
Lobby committee continued its 'hearing.

House: Met at noon.
Speaker Clark designated .Representative Hay as acting speaker during his absence in Maine.
Consideration of Hetch Hetchy reservoir bill resumed.
Representative Brittea .introduced
bill to appropriate $7,000,000 for gov
ernment armor factory.
Administration currency bill reintroduced by Chairman Glass of the
banking committee.
Passed joint resolution to reinstate
Adolph Unger of Ohio as military
cadet and agreed to the resolution to
authorize appointment of Thomas tr.
Peyton of Alabama as cadet.
Representative McDermott, before
the lobby investigating commlttee"cat"
ecorlcally denied' charzes against mm
by M. M. Mulhall and I. H. McMichael

Few Words About Correct Shoes; for Children
V
-- land. Girls'
r
'

-

This is the place to start that baby of yours on the way to
e
and shaped
e
feet. From the little
ly,
Moccassins at SOc to $1.00, to the last pair
of School Shoes, every Shoe here is the correct kind of its size,
carefully planed and made
with a view to the wearer's health, comfort and gracefulnes of
carriage. Our Children Shoe
Stock & complete. Some of our nev styles are Gun Metal Button
nigh Top, Pat Buttons
High Top, Vici Kid Cloth Top and different Leathers. Every pair guaranteed to give satisfaction
life-lon- g

well-forme-

foot-eas-

soft-sol-

.

From today untliiSchool commences wo will give with every
of School
Shoes one pair of our No. 15 Iron Clad Stockings. Da sure topair
ask for them
SCHOOL
SHOES
in
Boy Scout
Make Our
Special

Our

Store of Quality
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Record
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'.Vegas
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Dept. is
Complete
Always Ready
to Play Them
for You
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HITCHCOCK BOLTS BALL

PERSONALS

a business visitor in Las

PLAN

DEMOCRATIC

R, Branch of Albuquerque was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
G. R. Kirkpatrick of Trinidad was

CAPS

Vegas today.

Sanchez represents
Mora county in the legislature.
J. R. McCracken left 'last night for
Ms home In Kansas after having been
a resident of Las Vegas and places
near the city for the past few months.
Palo Rosenthal, Bon of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rosenthal, returned last night
from California where he has been
visiting relatves for the past two
months.
A. Teitlebaum of Atlanta, Ga., arrived in the city last night for a few
weeks' stay here. Mr. Teitlebaum has
land interests in Las Vegas and is
well known here.
returned
Attorney W. G. Haydon
last night from Albuquerque where
he has been attending a meeting of
the board of regents of the University
Mr.

of New Mexico.
Miss Mary Kramer of Denver arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon and
will remain for the next year. She
will be employed by the city schools

rency questions,'' but It
pose to "load down a tariff bill with
the alleged reforms of senators along
these lines."
Party dissention veered to the republican side when Senator Cummins
predicted that the Hitchcock amendment would probably be assailed as
another attack on the rich, as Senator
Lodge had assailed Income tax amend
ments yesterday. He denied there
was a campaign on foot against
wealth, but declared there was a campaign against unscrupulous watering
of stocks, such as he declared occurred
in the steel corporation and the Chicago

&

Alton deal.

slate of New Mexico, came ''in last
night from his home at Roswell for a
few days' business visit.

BREWERY WORKERS STRIKE
Trinidad, Col., Aug. 29 Twenty-fou- r
men, the force of the Pell BrewIce company, struck at noon
and
ing
as a grade teacher.
for union recognition and the
Miss Mabel L. Hull of Houston, today
Efforts are being made
scale.
union
Tex., arrived in Las Vegas this afterthe
Schneider Brewery emInduce
to
noon and will remain here indefiniteout.
to
walk
ployes
ly. She will enter the high school
as Spanish instructor.
The official reports show that at
John Matt, accompanied by his
end of 1912 there were 521 trade
the
brother Joseph left this morning morn-i- n
in Australia, with a total memunions
g for their ranch at Tres Hermanos
of 433,224, of whom 17,670
after having been business visitors In bership
All the unions have
women.
r
were
Las Vegas for the past few days.
in their memincreases
made
large
A. B. Recknagel of New York City
few
the
years.
past
left this afternoon for his home at berships
that place after having been a visitTimothy Healy of New York has
or in 'Las Vegas and other places In
been
president of the InNew Mexico fo rthe past few weeks.
of Stationary
Brotherhood
ternational
Gus Speicher of the Gross, Kelly
of the United States and
Firemen
and Company, returned laBt. night
Canada. It will be his eighth term in
from Raton' and other places In that
the office.
section of the state where he has
been on business for the past few
The annual convention of the Nadays.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hile of Wat-rou- s
came in last night. They were
accompanied by Mr. Hile's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. N. V. Hile of Blissfield,
Mich., and will visit friends in Las
Vegas.
Miss Jeanette Ward, not Miss
Ward as was erroneously stated,
Ra-cha-

returned to Las Vegas yesterday afternoon from California.
Miss Ward
has been in that state for the past
few weeks.
Mrs. J. E. Oliver of Boston left this

afternoon for her boms after having
been a visitor n Las Vegas for the
Mrs. Oliver
has
past few weeks.
been a guest at the Harvey ranch during her stay here..'
Stanley Yoakum, the fighter, left
Inst night for Colorado where h& will
fight several bouts within the next
two months. He will return to Las
Vegas in November when he will be
matched with several men here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Gross and family (of St. Louis left this afternoon
for their home after having been visitors In Las Vegas for the prft few
weeks. Mr. Gross Is a member of the
firm of Gross, Kelly and Company.
Chester Hunker returned laBt night
from St. Louis and other places .In
that section of the country where he
has betea on a vacation for the past
three fveeks. He reports extreme
heat all 'over that part of the coun'
try.
Frank' Cotter, connected with the
Hoge and Cotter, land dealers, of
Santa Fe, left last night for Colorado
where he will be on business for several weeks. He has been a businefB
visitor in this city for the past few

THE PEOPLES BANK

NEXT

END OF PENNANT
ALTHOUGH
RACE IS BARELY IN SIGHT,
SCHEMES
FOR IMPROVEMENT
OF CLUBS ARE BEING MADE

i

are already planning for another
year's campaign. The efforts to
strengthen various teams In both tne
National and American league goes
on apace, accompanied by the usual
and manreports of trades, shake-up- s
agerial changes. Dame Rumor can
always find ready listeners In the
baseball world and almost every club
except the flag winning combinations
comes in for a share of her attention,
Among those managers who are reported to find the balancing of the
field director's crown a nerve racking
feat are Evers of the Chicago Nationals, Callagan of the Chicago White
Sox, Carrigan of the Boston Red Sox,
iDahlen of the Brooklyn
Nationals,
Stovall of the St. Louis Browns, and
Tinker of the Cincinnati club.
In several cases successors for the
present managers have Deen tenta-- ,
tively named by, underground gossip.
Bresnahan is named to be in line for
Evers' position, Stahl named for Cal
lahan's place and George McBride
slated to fill Carrigan's shoes. Lord
and Chase are also said to be willing
to help Comiskey in the task of uplifting the White Sox. Apparently
John McGraw and Connie Mack are
the only managers who appear to De
sure of their positions at this time, if
rumors are to be believed.
:

U
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BARNES

3 Rind

Wtlrl Animal

CIRCUS
"THE SHOW
THAT'S

DIFFERENT"

More

LionH Elephants,
Tigers, Leopards,
Sea Lions educated

almost beyond the
power

of

human

comprehension

than all other shows
combined

3 Big Rings and
STEEL ARENAS

I

I

2:30 and 8 P.M.
STREET PARADE 10:1 AI!.

33

I
U

LAS

VEGAS

FCIDAY, SEPT.

1

mi

Com-pose-

d

B. G. Von B. Yelle, G. R. R. Colman
M. P. Whitcombe, Philip Collins.

,

1

n

V3W

With English golrers in all three
national championship tournaments
this autumn the play for amateur,
open and woman's titles takes an add
ed interest. According to the latest
reports Abe Mitchell will compete in
Miss
both, the amateur and "open;
Muriel Dodd, present woman cham--ploof Great Britain, and Miss
1912 champion, in the woman's titular tourney; Harry Vardon,
Wilfred Reid and Edward Ray in the
There is early evidence that
open.
these title seeking golfers, aided by
the French trio, will attract unusual
attention to the competitions at Garden City, Brookline and Wilmington.
Large entry lists are predicted for
both the amateur and open.. The enwill be detire week, September
voted to the amateur tournament. A
record entry is also expected for the
open competition and the play will In
all probability require four instead of
two days as originally planned. It Is
believed that many of the United
States professionals will avail themselves of the opportunity to enter
with the idea of watching the famous
foreign players In action, rather than
the hope of securing a place in the
final rounds.
.

v

17-1-

A sequence of unusual events and
performances .'marked Tuesday, August 12 as a red letter'day in baseball
history. William Whittaker of the

Keokuk Central Association team,
pitched 21 consecutive scoreless Innings in a double header between the
Waterloo and Keokuk teams. But
five hits were made off Whittaker
and, his team won both games, ,by,
to 0 score.' The first game went nine
innings and the second 12." In'Wjor
league baseball Reulbach of the Chicago Cubs, on September 26, 1908,
pitched a double header consisting of
two
games against Brooklyn,
winning both without giving the
a run. During t.te same year
Walter Johnson of the Washington
club shut out the New York Americans on September 4, 5 and 7, pitched
27 consecutive innings without allowing a run.
While Whittaker was performing at
Keokuk William Powers of the New
London club of the Eastern Association, was pitching a double header of
18 innings in which he shut out the
New Haven team without a run and
allowed but eight hits. At the same
hour the Toronto and Jersey City
clubs of the International league were
scoreless tie game
playing a
in which Pitcher Hearne of the Toronto club twirled the full distance,

al

New York,

IN

at

Louisville

St. Joseph
Des Moines

Columbus.

at Omaha.
at Sioux

in

City.

Denver at Topeka.
Lincoln at Wichita.
Sioux City, Aug. 29. First
Des Moines 2; Sioux City, 0.

game,

A

BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

i

Houses provided with
electric light profect
themselves.

l

,

Let us wire your house for
electric light and give you the

best burglar insurance obtain,
able at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost.

'

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

National League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 7;
New York, 2.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 5; Boston,

sea
R

1.

American League
At New York Philadelphia, 9; New
York, 3.
At Boston
0-

FUND

HOSPITAL BUILDING
LECTURE

ILLUSTRATED

i

COUR.SE

I

Boston, 1; Washington,

Western League
Denver,

At Wichita
4-

NEW

-

Wichita,

6--

- 5.

Sioux City, 10; St.

At Sioux City

Joseph, 5.
At Omaha Des Moines, 12; Omaha,
,

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
and

HUMOR,

PATHOS of TRAVEL

6.
5-

At Topeka
-"

- 8.

Topeka,

Lincoln,

6--

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

NEXT TWO MONTHS.

National

Stanley Yoakum, the Iron Man of
Dallas, Tex., left last night for Coto
rado where he will be engaged in
bis usual vocation for the next two
months. He will fight In Denver,
Colorado Springs and a number of
other places and when he returns to
Las Vegas hopes to have added a
number of sizeable scalps to his belt.
Yoakum has not given up training
during his stay in Las Vegas but has
been working all the time.
Promoter Charles O'Malley will
probably arrange for a bout with Yoakum and a coast lightweight for some
time in November. Yoakum is Inclined to locate In Las Vegas. His reason for this Is not only that the local
fans ;are live wires hut that the climate and advantages of Las Vegas
In other ways have made a hit with
him. Yoakum Is anxious to meet Newman again and put the finishing touches jot to .that lad. Newman still asserts It is said, that Yoakum has nothing over him and in consequence of
this the Iron Man is Itching to meet
the Denverite for a final match.

r iiw

American Association
Milwaukee at Kansas City.
Minneapolis at St. Paul.
Toledo at Indianapolis.

Rav-enscro-

been burglarized during1
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

New

Aug. 29.

game postponed, wet
grounds; two games tomorrow.

n

n.

The schedule as arranged at pres
ent calls for five matches, four to be
in the east and one in Canada.
n played
The dates are as follows: September
Gentlemen of Philadelphia at
New
Haverford, Pa.; Seteptember
York Veterans at Livingston, N. Y.;
Gentlemen of Phil
September
at
Manheinv
Pa.; September
adelphia
Toronto Zingan at Toronto,
Gentlemen
Ont; September
of Philadelphia at St. Martins, Pa.

Estate
Department

2 Per Cent Paid on Checking Accounts
4 Per Cent Paid on Savings Accounts

d

(By Associated Press Correspondence)
New York, Aug. 29. With the finish of the 1913 pennant races in sight
the magnates of the big league clubs

TPUST CO.

treatment
than
Trust

partment,

An interesting addition to the international contests of the year should
develop in the coming American tour
of the famous Incognito Cricket club
of London. This organization of amateur cricketers holds a unique position
in the cricket circles of England.
exclusively of gentlemen players the club was formed In 1861 with
a membership originally fixed at 100,
raised to 150 in 1869, increased to 175
in 1871, and now limited to 300 mem
bers. There Is a large waiting list
of applicants for membership, for the
Incognito club is a social as well as
cricket club. The members do not
play for gate money, and are paying
their own expenses during the tour
of the United States and Canada.
tional Federation of Postofflce Clerks
The thirteen players who compose
will begin Its sessions In Indianapolis the team are all cricketers of approv
September 1.
YOAKUm
IS
ed ability, being members of either STANLEY
the leading school, university or
Steam laundries in the United
country club elevens.' Cambridge and
COLORADO
AFTER
States employ 109,484 persons.
Oxford universities are both well rep
resented, as are Eton, Harrow and
BOXERS' SCALPS
Rugby schools. 4.mo'ng those who will
stand before, the wickets are" Colonel
C. E. Greenway, B. P. Dobson, E. J.
YOU KNOW IT'S GOOD
Metcalfe, W. G. M. Sarel, C. L. Tudor, DALLAS IRON MAN DEPARTS FOR
COLOHADO SPRINGS AND DEN
G. V. Campbell, C. E. Hatfield, Hon.
VETR TO ANNEX! A FEW FIGHTS
K. G. H. Mulholland, Michael Falcon,

3ays.
Miss Ruth Sears of Marceline, Mo.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for
a week's visit here. Miss Sears is on
tier way from California to her home
in Missouri.
She will be the guest of
Misses Mabel and Ola Laird during
her stay in Las Vegas.'

Frank Young, clerk in the Santa Fe
office here, was
superintendent's
brought into Las Vegas last night
from Trinidad where he was taken
seriously ill Wednesday night. Mr.
Young was on his way to Kansas
where lie intended to visit his parents. He was taken to the Santa Fe
hospital where he is now receiving
treatment.

allowing but six" hits. Minor league
history Bhows that this
scoreless game was duplicated by the
(EL
Cleburne and Fort Worth clubs of the
WITH A CAPITAL OF OVER. ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
Texas league on July 17, 1906, when,
as in the case of Jersey City and TorOffers courteous and prompt
onto, the game was called on account
and honest business methods to
of darkness after the twentieth Inning.
can
and
serve
in
more
one. We have Banking Deyou
you
ways
The chronicles of the day's unusual
Loan
baseball features do not end with
Savings Department,
Department, Real
these feats. August 12 marked the
Department, Foreign Exchange Department. Safe Deposits
seventeenth anniversary pf Napoleon
Lajoie's entry into big league baseball. It was also Christy Mathewson's
thirty-thirbirthday and he celebrated
by being a material factor in the
Giants' victory over the Brooklyn club
in an
game. The national
baseball commission took advantage
of the occasion to get into the limelight with a ruling to the effect that
minimi f ,Tirnr
muni iiin mij
.iijjuiii
j,
.,..u.ni.i.i
a baseball player who owed another
TODAY'S BASEBALL
money in the form of a personal debt
could be suspended from organized
baseball until such time as he paid
the debt.
'
National League
.,,
Although a day late Pitcher Hedge;
at Pittsburg.
.Chicago
path of the Richmond "club 'of the
St, Louis at Cincinnati.
Virginia league performed a spectac-- .
Boston at Brooklyn.
ular twirling feat on August 13, when
New York at Philadelphia.
he officiated in both games of a
al
3
I
V
double header against Petersburg,
Brooklyn, Aug. 29. Brooklyn-Bostolowing one hit, three bases on balls
wet
game postponed,
grounds;
and no runs. Hedgepath, who Is slat- two
games tomorrow.
ed for the Washington Americans,
was opposed in the first game by
American. League
V cLLUll XL
V
Pitcher Ayers, who until defeated by
Cleveland at St. Louis.
13
of
a
record
had
straight
Hedgepath,
Washington at Boston.
victories. Ayers will also join the
Many a house has
Philadelphia at New York,
Washington club this fall.
.

CAMPAIGN

Miss Lucy Myers left this afternoon
for Shoemaker where she will visit
(Continued from Page One)
friends for the next few days.
Miss Grace Barker left last night
ai effectual check on the illegitimate
for Gallup where she will take a po- control of the market
by great trusts.
schools.
in
the
city
sition, as a teacher
was discussed briefly
The
amendment
Mrs. C. C. Roberts returned this
by republicans and endorsed by Sen
afternoon from Michigan where she ator Bristow, who said he did not be
has been visiting relatives lor the lieve,
corporations would be able to
past two montbs.
on the tax" to the consumer.
"pass
Misses Louise, Laurene and Mary
Williams, in charge of the
Senator,
Lowry returned this afternoon from income tax section of the tariff bill,
Denver where they have been visiting said "the democratic party In the full
for the past few weeks.
ness of its wisdom would deal comBias Sanchez of Wagon Mound came prehensively with the trust and curin last night on a short official busidid not pro-

ness visit.

MAGNATES

FIVE

Club
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago1

Brooklyn
Boston

St

37
45
55

63
52
50
49
44

54
64
66
75
77

,-- 65

Pittsburgh
-

Cincinnati
Louis

Won Lost

Cleveland

Washington
Chicago
Boston

81

172
--

.

Detroit
St. Louis
New York

Li--

65'-'

59
52
48
40

i

Western League
Club
Denver
Des Moines
Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City

Wichita

39
49
52
59
59
71
78
77

Pet
.689
.602
.542
.638
.448
.431
.395
.364

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

Pet,

SEASON TICKETS

,

.675
.595
.563
.524
.500
.423
.381
.342

.

Won Lost
83
74
69
66
62
58
57
49

I!

THE HOLY LAND

'

American League
Club

Philadelphia

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

League
Won Lost
82
68

Col.RE.T WITCHBLL, Sept. 22

Pet

46
54
62

.578
.526

63
68
70
73
82

.512
.477
.453
.438
.374

,

$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

;

r

CHILDREN UNDER

YEARS

L

eCU

.644

E3

L

;

J (j)

m

LLJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

The Boston Nationals put one over
on several major league clubs when

Manager Stallings of the Braves,
son who, he expects,
they landed Liiqiie and Padrone, the has a
two Cuban stars of the Long Branch, will make a star big leaguer. Young
N. J., team.
There are 391,350 government posi
Stallings is pitching for an amateur
tions now under civil service regulateam in. Atlanta, Ga.
tion In the United States.
The New York Yankesa are fast
getting together a team of youngsters.
The number of women wage earn
A union of telephone operators, com
Outside the pitching staff, Sweeney, ers in Germany is now larger than in
posed
exclusively of women, has been
Cree and Hartzell are the only
any other European country.
organized in Shreveport, La,
line-up- .
in the regular
The British Medical association is
The Western Federation of Miners
Recruit Outfielder Stewart of the seriously considering the advlsavility reports that It gained $3,211,600 in
Cubs, looks like a real ball player. of organizing as a labor union.
wages for its members during the past
He played with Springfield and was
year.
one of the stars of the Central league
of Copenhagen,
School teachers
before he joined Johnny Evers' crew. Denmark, receive wages of $320 a year.
Subscribe for The Optic.
old-time-

There are upward of 5,000 buildifl?
material teamsters in New York
City.

Many women

cf

V"t,i

-

n

Ejfyr r
constipat

chronic
e
ness, mzzmess
They will fin' r
Tablets invamty I
tablets ere e;u I
in effect. For b -

aa

. ,
1

-

f

r '

r

- t

Subscribe for The OtV.a,
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PRO- - the sum of $6.25 was approved and
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS'
"Who from?"
warrant No. 8S44 was issued in payCEEDINGS
"That's my secret, and, in order nol
ment thereof, but that said warrant
our
us
to
speto let any one else beat
was not presented to tha Treasurer
(Continued from Yesterday)
cial market, my backer Insists on its
look
here
secret
until after the road fund of District
a
Now,
being kept
I know what I'm about Go and
The Board of County Commissioners No. 3 was exhausted and from which
the gloom out of your mind, pitch of San Miguel County New Mexico, said fund the above warrant was payBreaking of a Mirror Led to Gocc get
In with me, and Inside of a year you'll
met in regular session at the Court able, therefore upon motion
be on the road to wealth."
Fortune, Love and
It is ordered by the Court that a
Somehow the optimism of the old House of said county, in Las Vegas,
Home.
man inspired Walter with new cheer. New Mexico, on Monday January 6th, new warrant Issue to the said A. H.
Somehow his hopelessness was dissi- A. D., 1913 at 10 o'clock in the fore- Lorenzon for the sum of $6.25, in the
II
By GERTRUDE MARY SHERIDAN, pated, and he mustered up courage to noon
of said day.
place of the said warant No 8844 said
the
IE there was one person in
and
tell
her
Leah
call
everything.
upon
Fidel Ortiz, Chairman, new warrant to be payable from the
world who believed that it was bad She not
Present;
only accepted no other inviluck to break a mirror, It was Wa- tation, but asked him to spend the John- H. York, County Commissioner; General County Fund of 1911 and that
lter Lane. He had reason forhis con
evening at her home, and evinced the Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis- the said warant No. 8844 be recalled
vlction, for he was a practical vie liveliest interest in his new pros- sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the and marked "void" by the Clerk.
tira of that misfortune. The senti- pects.
Juan Silva Interpreter.
Board.
mental superstitious element did not
Somewhere old Jerry had purchased
It is ordered by the Board that Juan RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVEtfThe
of
the
of
record
was
him.
to
It
proceedings
particularly appeal
an enormous number of medallion
TISEMENTS
Silva be and hereby i3 appointed inthe bard, real dollars and cents
frames. His business was to fill them the regular December session and
that brought him face to face with little mirrors made from the frag- special meetings held in the mean- terpreter to the Board and he was
Five cents per line each Insertion.
with two gaunt giant facts discharge
ments Walter purchased at a bargain. time, read, approved and signed.
duly sworn as such by the Clerk.
and poverty.
One night he took a stroll with WalTexas Las Vegas Town Company Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Old iron bridge.
lookNo ad to occupy less space than two
It was no ordinary
secIn
wholesale
the
and
'
ter,
paused
Sol Jacoby appeared
before the et al.
ing glass that Walter had joggled tion of the city to point out a large
lines
Al!
advertisements
charged
The
was
an
to
offer
presentfollowing petition
purchase the
iBgalnst and toppled to the floor. It wool warehouse with a great pillow Board made
will
be
at space actually set
booked
nvas
old iron taken from the bridge which ed to the Board and upon .motion acan
plate factory next to it
without regard to number of words.
glass mirror, one of the finest evei
"Wool," observed old Jerry, oracu formerly spanned the Gallinas River tion was taken thereupon,
Cash In advlnce preferred.
turned out by Richland & Co., the big
on
(Petition Insert)
Bridge street and which is at preslarly, "feathers. Staples; something
glass firm of the city. In getting it tangible, see?"
Now comes the Las Vegas Town
ent lying near the power house in
ready for delivery, some one stumbled
"Yes, I see," admitted Walter, "but East Las Vegas, New Mexico at a Cpmpany and Jose Y. Lujan, by their
cost
the
and
over a supporting frame
what have wool and feathers to do rate of
Raynolds, and ask
$5.00 per ton or $100.00 for agent Jefferson
ly mirror was shivered to atoms.
with medallion mirrors?"
an assessthis
authorize
that
Board
said
all
Walter Lane bad been in the emof
material
without
being
"You'll soon know!" was all old Jer
ploy of Richland & Co. for over a ry would say, and directed him to an- weighed and the Board having con- ment of Lots One (1) to Eleven (11)
year. He was held responsible for the nounce to "that girl of his" that he sidered the above offer, upon motion inclusive' of the Dinkel's Addition to
;damage, although personally he had would have to suspend his Wednesday
duly carried it is ordered that the Las Vegas, New Mexico for the years
ino hand in the disaster. There were
and
night calls for a month oi above offer of Sol Jacoby to purchase 1885, 1886, 1889 and 1891, and the
some hot words. Walter felt the in- two. Sunday
Then there was Borne rush busijustice of burdening his shoulders ness. The uiedr.lllon mirrors were the iron from the old Gallinas Bridge Board upon due consideration does
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MMIN II
with the entire responsibility; but he
hereby authorize the Collector of San
in boxes, 'i here was nearly s bo and the same is hereby refused.
was discharged, his accumulated wages packed
Police fund 1903.
Miguel County, N. M., to make an asload of t'ini. They were shipped
car
.held back, and threats of a suit to re across the
'When they ar
Upon proper showing by the Treas sessment of said property on his tax
cover the balance of the damages rived at thec;its.iit.
i:r! ' wu on the coast urer of San Miguel County, New Mex- rolls for said' years, and collect from
made.
were removed to tho Lame Duck ico that there is in the
police fund the said petitioners the sum of eleven
"And about all I know is the kind they
The
Lame Duck was worthy of her
of business that house does, and of name an old shore liner owned by the sum of $10.15 which has been car- dollars as full payment for the taxes WANTED Reliable healthy companion to invalid young man, Mail apon said property for the said years
course, they will blacklist me every- old
Jerry's backer and brother. Aboul ried forward on the books of said
where with the trade," mourned Wal- all it
with references to Mrs.
1891.
plication
room.
1889
and
of
hold
1886,
1S85,
of
had was plonty
county for several years and it apter.
Max Nordhaus, care Charles Ilfeld
was an old tub.
FIDEL
1913
6,
it
ORTIZ,
was
Otherwise,
it
that
January
ordered
pearing
previously
He felt pretty forlorn as he walkCo., Las Vegas.
Then there was a cruise of 800
Chairman.
ed slowly homewards. The frown on miles south and then somewhere off that any monies to the credit of said Attest:
Clerk.
fund
trouwere
to
be
paid to Cleofes Rohis brow deepened as concurrent
the Central American coast the Lame
WANTED A girl for general housePetition Josefa Garcia.
bles assailed his thoughts. There was Duck came to anchor in the port of mero on accounts past due and still
work. 322 Grand avenue.
inthe new suit he had paid ten dollars the principal island of a vast archipel- owing, upon motion of John H. York,
The petition of Josefa Garcia, an
on, and no chance of getting the ago.
a
San
resident
and
of
seconded.
duly
digent person
There were natives, thousands oi
It is ordered by the Board that the Miguel, San Miguel County, New Mex- WANTED Good cook. Apply 1027
Eighth street. Phone Main 216.
them, and one king over them all. It Treasurer of San Miguel
County, New ico, asking for aid and assistance, upwas with this potentate that Captain Mexico
on
same
the
consideration
thereof,
sum
the
above
of $10.15
pay
It seemed that
Gowan did business.
girl for general
was passed pending the advice of the WANTED Good
on a previous voyage the captain had to the credit of the police fund of
. housework.
Mrs.
H. G. Coors, 520
in
to
as
the
District
the
law
Attorney
presented the king with the first hand said County for the year 1903, to
Washington.
mirror he had ever seen. It set his Cleofes Romero, the same to apply premises.
on accounts still due him and on file
kingship wild with delight.
Reports, Receipts, etc.
They had no money, no postage in the office of the clerk.
' The following reports, receipts, etc.,
stamps, nothing but banana trees and
were presented to the Board and upon
Election 1911.
shell fish on the island, sheep and
examination thereof the same were
Notice
been
the
received
of
having
mattress
had
a
by
birds. Every native
FOR SALE Buggy and driving horse
the softest down. As to wool, the is- County. Clerk from W. G. Sargent, approved and ordered filed in the ofApply Friedman's 1037 Eighth St.
lands were covered with thorny bush- State Auditor to the effect that upon fice of the Clerk,
taxes
es that were just loaded with strands oi receipt of a certified statement of
by Manuel
Report of license
MODERN five room residence for sale
precious wool torn from the passing the expenses incurred by San Miguel A. Sanchez, Assessor, for October,
or trade-Bargain. Must he sold
herds.
1912.
this week. See owner 1101 ElevThe Lame Duck came back loaded County in the election of 1911, for
License
Manuel
taxes
by
Report of
with wool and down. The two part judges, clerks, Board of Registration
enth St.
ners old Jerry and Walter left San and for carrying election returns the A. Sanchez, Assessor, for Nevember,
Francisco with $16,000 between them. amount thereof would be returned to 1912.
FOR SALE Four room house and
So the broken mirror led to new, said County, the United States ConReport of License taxes by Manuel
sun room, two lots, well, city
Walter
for
Laneto
brleht fortune
gress having donated to the State of A. Sanchez, Assessor, for December,
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
Leah, patient, loyal Leah, love, con- New
1912.
Mexico the sum of $14,825,62 for
244, East Las Vegas.
tentment and a happy home.
Report Jose Andres Montoya, J. P.
the purpose of reimbursing the var(Copyright, 1313, by W. O. Chapman.)
ious Counties as above set forth and Precinct No. 25 No fines for 1912;
FOR SALE Bargain;
house,
Curious Formation of Ears of Owl.
Receipt No. 24 to M. A. Sanchez,
upon reading the aforesaid communiell stable and fruit orchard; city
most
curious
One of the
things
Assessor for money advanced for ofwater; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave:
about the owl is the formation of the cation.
fice and returned to Treasurer by oris
it
the
motion,
ordered by.
Upon
ear., This, remarks a writer in Harper's Weekly, Is truly a most remark- Board that the Clerk make such certi- der of the Board.
"What Do You Expect Me to Dor
Affidavit of Victoriano Padilla for
able organ. The tufts of feathers thai fied statement of the expenses incur"wages that were due him The suit distinguish the
and short- red In the election of 1911 by said liquor license Precinct No. 51, San
in turn brought up the sweet, winsome ened owl are no more ears than they
FOR RENT Five room cottage oil
San Miguel County, as to Judges, Ignacio.
face) of Leah Moore.
There was a are horns, the writer further states.
Affidavit of Reymundo Martinez for
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
etc.,
and
forward
Clerks,
aforesaid,
notable operatic event on the books
that
The facial disk of feathers
for Friday evening, only two days gives the owl its characteristic ap same to the State Auditor at as early liquor, license Canon Largo Precinct
No. 41.
FOR RENT Nice furnished room.
ahead. He had Invited Leah, and al- pearance serves as a kind of sound a day as possible.
510 Main street.
Upon motion, it is ordered that the
though she had several other invita- ing board or ear trumpet to concen
San Miguel County
tions for that evening, she accepted trate the slightest sounds and to trans
Board do now adjourn until tomorrow
vs.
his own, so pleased and pleasant that mit them to the orifice of the true ear,
morning at ten o'clock.
Guadalupe County
It had made his heart bound.
concealed in the small feathers behind
FIDEL ORTIZ,
was
Notice
to
Board
the
presented
And now an emotion akin to the eye.
Attest:
Chairman
in
In
certain
cause
that
shame brought a flush to his cheek.
the
pending
Even in the barn owl, which posLORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. LOST Salesmans price book. Leave
He was proud, and it would be a great sesses the least complicated arrange- District Court in San Miguel County,
at Optic and receive reward.
humiliation to confess his inability to ment of this kind, the orifice of the New Mexico, entitled the Board of
meet the engagement. But he was ear is covered by a remarkable flap oi
CALL FOR BIDS
County Comissioners of the County of
straightforward and truthful. There- the skin, while In the other species San
Sealed
will be received at ers reserves the right to reject any
vs.
proposals
of
Board
the
Miguel
County
fore he must give up all thoughts of there are striking differences in the
office
the
of
the
clerk of San and ail bids.
Guadof
Commissioners
the
county
of
County
Leah, for k moneyless man and one size and shape of this orifice and Its
New
at Las THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
Mexico,
Miguel
county,
"without prospects is not generally enforth
the
demurrer
that
alupe
setting
the
of
covering flap on the two sides
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
of the defendants in the above action Vegas, New Mexico, until 2:00 p. m.
couraged by the prospective liancee. head.
"I can't face her," reflected Walter.
SAN MIGUEL,
The exact way in which owls utilize would be called tip for hearing on September 20th, 1913, for the construc'Til phone her this evening, and that this elaborately specialized apparatus December 21st, 1912 and such notice tion of a four-spato
spans
bridge
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
will mean goodby!"
has still to be discovered.
'
after havingi been read and considered be forty (40) feet each and the width Attest:
Chairman.
It was distressing to think of it,
to
be
sixteen
of
the
C.
feet
the
in
LORENZO
Clerfk.
was
bridge
to
L.
referred
Board
the
DELGADO,
and Walter's spirits sank lower as he
He's Not One of the Highbrow Set. by
'
clear. Piers and abutments to be of
proceeded on hl3 way. Then a sharp
(Seal oi Board).
Occasionally two persons marry who Ilfeld, Esq., Special Attoney in the
concrete.
1913.
elap on the shoulder brought him to are of such widely divergent tastes above action.
A.
D.
August 5th,
'
a halt, and turning, he facsd bluff and that their friends gasp at the inconBids will be received on plans with
Sheriff's Fees.
old
Jerry Gowan.
hearty grizzled
gruity and wonder how on earth they It appearing to the Board that by and without concrete floor.
Old Jerry had been a veteran in will ever
manage to live together
The location of the bridge is at the
NOTICE.
the mirror service, but for a year peaceably under the same roof. Such error there was pal dto Roman Galle-gaclassed as superannuated, and lived a couple married recently and the
Sheriff of San Miguel County, foot of Independence avenue, &i the
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
la an old barracks some relatives had plain, plodding, matter-of-fac- t
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
husband New Mexico at previous sessions cer crossing of the Rio Gallinas.
left him. Walter had been his ap- seemed to have made up his mind tain fees under warrant numbers SSS6
Plans and specifications may he lakes, which are the two northern
prentice, in fact, and Jerry was quite from the first that he would not have and 88S8 in the sum of $10.00 for ser- seen at the office of the aforesaid most of th
group of Kroenlg's lakes
fond of him.
any of his wife's ambitious highbrow vices rendered in two certain civil county clerk or at the office of George of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
he
"how
"Well, my hearty,"
hailed,
tastes thrust upon him.
causes wherein the said County was H. Morrison, county engineer.
person will be allowed jo hunt or
toes It?"
One night at dinner in their apart
A bond in the sum of One Thousand fish upon this
"Ead," replied Walter, promptly aad ment a guest mentioned the name oi not interested or liable for such costs,
property except mem
truthfully. "I'm discharged," and he a new play by George Bernard Shaw, It is therefore ordered that the said ($1,000) Dollars, with two sufficient bers of the club, and all persons go
told how.
to which the wife replied enthusiasti Roman Gallegos, Sheriff of the Coun sureties, residents of the county of ing there must be prepared to show
"Good! grand!'' cried old Jerry. "1
that she had seen it and had ty of San Miguel, New Mexico return San Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned a membership card in this organizatlon't mean because you lost your job, cally
also read some of his books lately.
Otherwise they will be arrestthe said sum of $10.00 so collected asl for the faithful performance of the tion.
but because 1 need a hand, and
Quickly her husband looked up with fees in civil cases, such costs being conditions of the bid, must accompany ed for trespassing.
'on't know a better one than you a scowl
and holding his knife up in his
each bid.
3. ad, I've got a big contract. It wih
THE LA JARA HUNTING
hand very much like a scepter, collectible from the parties Interested
right
three months to fill it. I'll feed he admonished her
the said bridge
is
It
AND FISHING OLUB.
that
proposed
in
said
action.
abruptly:
yon, house you, and give you a 00
shall be completed prior to the first
"No books now, Emily, no books,
Road Riberia.
Petition
3;r cent share in the profits when thf: mind you; I don't want to hear about A petition being now presented to day of April, A. D. 191-- '
ork is done. I'll guarantee at least no books."
A satisfactory bond in the sum of
resi
the Board signed by twenty-on- e
What do you
tj.OOO for the year.
San ten thousand dollars, with two suffi
of
dents
the
Riberia,
in
vicinity
ray?"
Testing His Voice.
of the county
V. alter looked
at the
dubiously
"Please get my thimble from the ta- Miguel County, New Mexico, asking cient sureties residents
In
estimation
old
rpexker.
general
t
ble upstairs, dear," said Tiny Tim's that the Galisteo road, a public high of San Miguel, New Mexico, or satis
Walter mother, "but go quietly, for grandma's
Jerry was a
same being prac- factory surety boiW of tne
the
be
way,
repaired,
marveled at his talking so big.
for tne accurate
asleep. If you can't find it, call me
"What do you expect me to do? softly, so you won't wake her." The tically impassable at the present time, amount, conditioned
fathful
and
performance of the confl.c a;:ked.
small boy tiptoed obediently up the as set forth herein,
"
for
the
"ii-atract
be
Petition
building of said bridge,
said
broken mirrors from factories. stairs. Pausing at the top, he called
It is ordered that
just broke one, you say. Go and his mother in guarded but distinct ac- refered to the County Road Board of will be required of the successful bidtho fragments."
cent, and explained as she came into said San Miguel County, New Mexico. der.
"V, I.at are you going to do 'with the lower hall. "I
The bidders are Invited to Bubmit al
just wanted to know
Warrant A. H. Lorenzen..
'
In case I had to call ycu whether this
ternate
plans for the consideration of
It appearing to the Board that on
X::t and fit them to small medalliar voice would bo lotul
to wake
Board
of
the
account
of County Commissioners.
1912
the
'
;i; : ors.
I've got an unlimited or
Woman's Kcnsc Compan- September 3rd,
The Board of County CommissionA. XI. Lorenzen for repairing tools, in
V".
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CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Regular comThursday
evening each
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting''
third Thursday In brothers cordially Invited. Howard T.
sach month. YUiting Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
brothers cordially
A.

'4

down-and-oute-r.

5A

M.

Win. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
Reg-ila- r of
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P.
conclave tec d Tuea-da- m. Visiting brothers are cordially inin each month at Ma- vited. Isaac Anpel, President; Charles
sonic Temple at 7:8 P. m. G. H. Greenclay, Secretary.
Chal. Tamme, Re
Klnkel, H.
y

cardr.

C;

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con brethren cordially invited to attend.
vocation first Monday in F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
each month at Masonic T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cem'etery
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O. Trustee.
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third Fridays Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp. Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Main 329.
Local Deputy.
Visiting

Montague,
members are especially welcootf a"d
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
cordially invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are, corLOCAL TIME CARD
welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Presidially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
East Ecund
Baily, Treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
Meets second and No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m... 9:1k p. m.
B. P. O. ELKS
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4.. .11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No . 8.. . 2:05 a, m... .2:10 a. m.
avenue. Visiting brothers No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m... 2:10 Pi m.
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
West Bound
Arrive
Depart
Mills, Exalted Ruler; T. W. Condon.
No. 1. .1:20 p. m... 1:45 p. m.
Secretary.
No.
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Mo.
rurth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

3.
7.

.

9.

.

.

6:10 a.

m...

4:20 p m...
6:35 p. m. .

6:15 a. m.
4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m.

ATTORNEYS

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
George

HUNKER & HUNKER
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNew Mexico
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanof
work
Dental
any description at
V.
Local
Mrs.
A.
Morrow,
Deputy,
cier;
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
ISA
DlnnV Tol
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
TWol-n-

CRYSTAL

iE

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice,
20c per 100' lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
-- 25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per IOC lbs50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vqjas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln, Av

Phone Main 227

-- RETAIL PRICES
lbs., or More, Each Del very
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Dtlivery,
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery,

24)00

tjOOO

.

20c per 100 tt
25c per 10O bi.
30c per 100 Ibt
....40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lb

AGU A PURA 'COMPANY'
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities oi Whieh Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
re Best

'

Market Finders

1

NlTr'j

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

For Rent

d

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

n

LOBBY

Claesifle'l adu. search out the people to whom among an
those who MIGHT BUY tha particular, thlg is worth moat
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST xo kbiok
woald
hear v
who reads the ada. In t&ia navspaper and
aera.
ware
advertised
your property unlet it
-

ifrr

Others, who read and anaer ads. in this newspaper waat
are anxious vo pay cah for) books, automobiles, used maehiau?
and furniture, article of wulnes of any sort, and musical u

strument.

As the classified ads, ara read by all possible bsyars, of all
slble sorts of thiajs. they have ecma to be Under of th baat n...

ket.

(
'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FRIDAY, AUGUST 23, 1913.
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Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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MiJLza

Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
is yours.
vance and 50c and the
GO-CYC-
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LE

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for '2Z for which I agree
to pay In advance S

Please en ter my subscrip tlon to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance $

Name

Name
Address

Address
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SulJW

lamps at

6: 20

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera Bar.

lake

PICALILLI

CIIOV

CHOI'

WE HAVE

Green Tomato

Cauliflower

Celery

Chile Peppers

Adv.

Mango Peppers

The county commissioners will hold
their regular monthly meeting next
Tuesday morning instead of Monday
morning, on account of Monday being-LaboDay.

STEARNS' STORE

It

was announced today that the
Ladles' Aid society of the Methodist
church at Its meeting last week decided to hold a bazar on Tuesday,
November 18; Details will be arang-ed

':

Mv

later.

the city schools are
at the teachers' meetbe held tomorrow at

All teachers of

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
m .iiiljiuxili

fuiiiiw..
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jjij.
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V
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COMMITTEE
GOOD

One Women Experimented

BOYS 3 DAY

ON

She wanted to see if she. really needed a Hoosier
Cabinet. She found she took over 1,000 steps in
her kitchen preparing a meal. Then she put the
cabinet on trial and she reports that she takes
only about 100 steps preparing a meal with

ROADS

Her Hoosier

Up to date line of beavers, bought LIBERAL
RESPONSE BEING MADE
for cash, will be so J cheap for cash;
TO APPEALS FOR
CONTRIBUAdv.
Mrs. L. P. Wright.
TIONS, BOTH OF MONEY AND
AND LABOR.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
Next Wednesday has bren sot as
to yon. At the L"bby, of course.
the
day tor he kail '5ood Roads Day
Adv.

First showing of fall millinery
Tuesday, September 2, at StrasB Bonnet Shop. Adv.

Cucumbers

29, 1913

SUCCESS GREETS

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

AUGUST

FRIDAY,

requested to be
ing which will
3 o'clock at the
It Is Important
present at this

High school bulldingi
that all teachers be
meeting.
'

In addition to the excellent program
that has been arranged fo the musical to be given next Monday night,
Mrs. J. H. Black, a talented violinist,
has been secured to play several numbers. This addition will no doubt
prove valuable to the program.
J. B. Brun yesterday afternoon ap
plied for his final papers In naturalization at the district clerk's office.
His witnesses were Rev. Father Reden
and Frank Le Due. Brun is a native
of Switzerland and took out his first
naturaliaztion papers several years
In Fort Smith, Ark.

"

Cabinet

of her walking was wasted. Frankly most women don't waste such a large percent.,
but almost any one will tell you the Hoosier
saves half your steps
Nine-tent-

The secret is in having everything you need in preparing a meal at your
fingers' ends. The Hoosier has been built scientifically from suggestions of
60,000 owners. It's a good cabinet and will please you. Better order yours
now and Bave miles of steps this hot summer.

committee to nake a trip over the
roads and make all arrangements for
the work that Is to be done. The
trip will be made carefully and the
road thoroughly examined. The local
committee has charge of the road on
ly as far as a short distance oitt of
Rowe, which Is on Glorieta hill. All
the road north of the city will be
worked by the Watrous people.
The road between Las Vegas and
Rowe Is at the present time one of
the worst along the trail from Las
Vegas to Santa Fe. One place will
require the work of about 25 men for
the day. ' TWb part of ;the road is
situated several miles out from
on a pass in the nountalns.
Large rocks and other disagreeable
features of this,,. pass will 03 moved
ly rhe local committee.
Ther-- Solicitation
of the local busi
ness men for funds has started with
marked success. .There are a number
of men who have offered not only
the use of automobiles but also that
of several men.
In Watrous one rancher has offered
two automobiles and a dozen men for
the day. All the funds rceived will
be used on September 10, the day
set for the work.

The Best Homes in Las Vegas Have Iloosiers In Them

ANY BOYS SUIT

J. O. JOHNSEN

THE HOUSE

IN

Norfolk and
School Suits

BUY AN AUTO D&L'VERY WAGON

Inmure Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Bxpenmm
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

Blue Serges

Included
$5.00 $6.00 and
$7.50 Suits. Your
Choice for 3 Days

Only

A full line of Boys

juuos

STAAB

GUIHED

BY

IS

h

Blouse Wai ts and
Shirts. 75c and 85c

Values

THE

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agent 3

P

I

TEAM

WINS

AND
PROMINENT
ATTORNEY
MEMBER OF STATE BAR EXAMI-ERDIES WHILE ON VACATION
IN GERMANY ..

6: Co.

Gross, Kejly
Sole Agents

E. D

President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

Uaynolds, Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodafiou Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Tlmo
i, I-- Deposits

-

VA

STORE
When you wish to
purchase the right qua
lity Bakery Goods. It
does not matter whetlv
the
of
amount
er
your purchase is five cents or
Five Dollars the value you receive here for the
money is invariably the best that can possibly be
secured
TEE

HOME OF THE BEST CF EVERYTHING

TIE

EATABLE

G1AAF j&.HAYVXRD CO. STB2E

1

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Camp Perry, O., Aug. 29. The national team rifle match was concluded today, the United States cavalry
team winning with a score of 2,675.
The victors were led by Captain W.
H. Clopton, of the Thirteenth cav-

alry.
Other leading scores were: United
States navy, second, 2,655; Oregon,
third, 2,605; United States marine
corps, fourth, 2,602; Iowa, fifth, 2,601.
The shooting of the skirmish run,
the final stage of the match, today,
produced many changes in the standing. Before the skirmish run the United States infantry team was In first
place, the Marine corps team was
second, the cavalry was third, Wisconsin fourth and Iowa fifth. The
cavalrymen moved from third to first
place, the navy rose from eighth place
and the Oregon team came from the
middle of the list. The marines dropped from second place and the Iowa
team held its own. The infantry
team, which had Held first place until today, dropped down to eighth.
The victory is a signal one for Captain Clopton of the cavalry. He won
the president's match and his team
won the enlisted men's match;
New, Mexico in the Money
The scores made by the five lead
ers on the skirmish run were as fol
lows:
Cavalry, 1,027; navy, 1,040;
Oregon, 1,009; marines, 952; Iowa,
983.
Other scores were Arizona,
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CHAVEZ A FAVORITE
Denver, Aug. 29. Benny Chavez of
Trinidad and Frankie Burns of Jersey City rested today preparatory to

match tonight at the
stock yards stadium. The boys will
fight at 118 pounds. Today Chavez
is a slight favorite among local fight
fans.

their

The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main

20

and Olive 5174

fession at Albuquerque, where he was
recognized as one of the coming legal
lights' of the state, then but a territory. He specialized on constitutional
law and was frequently called upon
by brother attorneys to untangle for
them some knotty question of constitutionality. 0,
When New Mexico was about to je
admitted as a state Mr. Staab took a
prominent part in the campaign which
ended
selection of the constltu-tiona- l
convention delegates, leaning
toward the more progressive wing of
the republican party, of which he was
then a valued member. When the
progressive party broke away from
the parent organization he went with
it, acting as one of its leading exponents In New Mexico.
In the first state campaign he" was
nominated on the progressive ticket
for probate judge of Bernalillo county
and was elected by a large majority.
He discharged the duties of the office
with efficiency and anility. Early this
year he left for a long stay in Europe
arid less than six weeks ago forwarded
his resignation to the county commissioners, who regretfully accepted It.
The members pihls family who
are thus bereaveff are Mrs. Louis
of AlbuquertTtiaII
Louis Baer
of Boston, Mrs. Max Nordhaus of this
city, Paul Staab of Santa Fe, Dr. F.
Staab of New York city, and Arthur
Staab of Oklahoma City.
The body will probably be brought
to America for burial, but funeral arrangements will not be known for
several days.

OVERLAND MODF.l 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demon -,

FARMERS' INSTITUTE TO
BE

6 lbs. for
LJZ3

BOUCHER 8

HELD

IIFI1E

NEXT MONTH

itrator show you

Las Vegas Automobile

in-th-

Phjne Main

&

Machine

Whalen,

344.

&

Co

Fowler Props

Announcement as to when this inwill be held will be made later.
Movements of this kind have proved
to be of great benefit to agriculturists
all over the country. In some states
meetings of this kind are held every
month and have proven to be of great
benefit to all farmers. The new scientific methods that have been produced
every day for the benefit of the farmer, and that' in time will have revolutionized the present methods, can
best be conveyed to the agriculturists
through such means as meetings of
this kind, it has been found. Proper
ideas for successful farming are discussed and everything'' thai 'tends to
benefit the farmer 'Is "made plain. No
doubt the meeting that Is' now being
iPlanned by the Commercial club will
ltijve to a great help to al, Las Vegas,
farmers.

stitute

,

LABOR DAY

2,542;
Texas,
Colorado, 2,570;
New Mexico, 2,37,2. New Mexico won
fourth money ini class C, $150.

EL PORVENIR
r1

Julius Staab, a ,son of the late A.
Staab and a prominent member of the
New Mexico bar, is dead at Schwarz-walGermany, according to cablegrams received here by relatives. Mr.
Staab was until recently judge of the
probate court in Bernalillo county, resigning because of falling health. He
was a member of the state board of
bar examiners.
Mr. Staab was one of the leaders
In the progressive movement in New
Mexico and took an active part in the
campaign preceding the constitutional
convention. He leaves three sisters
and1 three brothers, both parents being dead. His father, A Staab, died
about a year ago at his home in Santa Fe, leaving an estate estimated at
approximately $1,000,000.
Julius Staab was born in Santa Fe
in 1879. He was educatea at Swarth-mor- e
and Harvard, taking a law
course later at Columbia Law school.
He returned to New Mexico and entered upon the practice of his pro- -

MB

d,

NAVY AND MARINES BOTH LEAD
ARMY; IOWA ONLY STATE AGGREGATION TO GET INTO THE
CLASS A MONEY

Jefferson Raynolds,
Hallect Raynolds, Cashier.

CAMP PERRY

AT YGl!F

LEWIS

S

NATIONAL MATCH AT

FULLY EQUIPPFIS

$1,050

SE.E
CAVALRY

30N

Sc

-- LOCAL AGENTS

WILL

QUIET AFFAIR IN

THIS

YEAR

at 12 o'clock and remain closed for
the rest of the day. Thus far no arrangements for entertainment of any
kind has been made. There will be
no Labor day parade, no baseball
game, no prize fight, in fact there
will be nothing to do but spend the
day in the mountains.
Years ago Las Vegas celebrated this
day In a thoroughly capable way.
There was also a big parade that
started at 1 o'clock, with all the business heuses representea
by huge
floats. There were bands. Everybody
turned out to view the spectacle. Later
in the afternoon there was always a
ball game, while at night a dance was
in order. Tree nlantings took placein the morning.
A number of Las Vegas people will
leave the city tomorrow not to return
until Tuesday morning. There will he
a big party at the Valley ranch, while
others will visit El Porvenir and
BE A other mountain resorts. Those
lu the city will enjoy peaceful
sleep. Business has left the progresCITY sive
spirit of several years ago in the
background and the real Labor day
of old Is but a memory in the minds
;
of the old timers.
-

who-remai-

.

BALL
DANCES AND
PARADES,
GAMES OF FORMER TIMES ARE
"HARVEY'S"
THING OF PAST; TRUE SPIRIT
H. M. BAINER OF SANTA FE AGRIFamous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. CarOF EVENT BUT A MEMORY
CULTURAL
DEPARTMENT
TO
OFFICIATE
AT MEETINGS
AT
riage out every Saturday. Leave
Next Monday will be duty observed
COMMERCIAL CLUBB
at Miirphey's or Plaza hotel.
In Las Vegas as Labor day and in
Secretary W. H. Stark pt the Com- view of that fact all business houses
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
mercial club this morning announced will close their doors half of the day.
that during the latter part of Septem- The banks will remain closed all day.
ber a farmers' institute would be held The postoffice will be open from 8 FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
with hath for light housekeeping.
in Las Vegas for the benefit of all o'clock until 10 o'clock and one' deE02 Main avenue.
carriers.
the
made
will
in
be
the
by
livery
agriculturists residing
vicinity.
an
agreement
In accordance with
This institute will be conducted by
the Santa Fe Railway company's agri- entered into several years ago by the LOST Gold scarf pin, Initials T. A.

or-1e-rs

cultural department and supervised clerks and1 the employers all other
business houses will close their doors
by H. M. Bainer pf that department.

S., between post office and depot
Return to Buhler's Barber Shop.

